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ABSTRACT

Protein Coevolution and Coadaptation in the Vertebrate
Cytochrome bc1 Complex

Kimberly Kay Baer
Department of Integrative Biology
Master of Science

The cytochrome bc1 complex of the mitochondrial electron transport chain
accomplishes the enzymatic reaction known as the modified Q-cycle. In the Qcycle the bc1 complex transports protons from the matrix to the intermembrane
space of the mitochondria, creating the proton gradient used to make ATP. The
energy to move these protons is obtained by shuttling electrons from the
coenzyme ubiquinol (QH2) to coenzyme ubiquinone (Q) and the mobile
cytochrome c. This well studied complex is ideal for examining molecular

adaptation because it consists of ten different subunits, it functions as a dimer,
and it includes at least five different active sites.
The program TreeSAAP was used to characterize molecular adaptation in
the bc1 complex and identify specific amino acid sites that experienced positive
destabilizing (radical) selection. Using this information and three-dimensional
structures of the protein complex, selection was characterized in terms of
coevolution and coadaptation. Coevolution is described as reciprocal local
biochemical shifts based on phylogenetic location and results in overall
maintenance. Coadaptation, on the other hand, is more dynamic and is described
as coordinated local biochemical shifts based on phylogenetic location which
results in overall adaptation.
In this study both coevolution and coadaptation were identified in various
locations on the protein complex near the active sites. Sites in the pore region of
cyt c1 were shown to exhibit coevolution, in other words maintenance, of many
biochemical properties, whereas sites on helix H of cyt b, which flanks the active
sites Qo and Qi, were shown to exhibit coadaptation, in other words coordinated
shifts in the specific properties equilibrium constant and solvent accessible
reduction ratio. Also, different domains of the protein exhibited significant shifts
in drastically different amino acid properties: the protein imbedded in the
membrane demonstrated shifts in mainly functional properties, while the part of
the complex in the intermembrane space demonstrated shifts in conformational,
structural, and energetic properties.
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Protein Coevolution and Coadaptation in the Vertebrate
Cytochrome bc1 Complex
Kimberly Baer

Abstract
The cytochrome bc1 complex of the mitochondrial electron transport chain
transports protons from the matrix to the intermembrane space, creating the proton
gradient used to make ATP—at the same time shuttling electrons from ubiquinol to
ubiquinone and the mobile cytochrome c. This well studied complex is ideal for
examining molecular adaptation because it consists of ten different subunits and at least
five different active sites. Using the program TreeSAAP molecular adaptation was
characterized in this complex and specific amino acid sites were identified that
experienced positive destabilizing (radical) selection. Coevolution is characterized in two
different ways in this paper, first coevolution is described as reciprocal changes in a
microenvironment that result in the maintenance of the overall function of that region,
while coadaptation is the more dynamic form of coevolution specifically coordinated
changes in a microenvironment that result in a shift of a property in one direction. In this
study both types—coevolution and coadaptation were identified in various locations on
the protein complex. Most adaptive sites are on the protein complex surface. Some
regions of the protein have clusters of radical shifts in a variety of physicochemical
properties, including the head of the ISP subunit, the pore of cyt c1, and also helix H of
cyt b which flanks the active sites Qo and Qi.
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Introduction
The electron transport chain (ETC) system in the mitochondria is comprised of
five protein complexes, which work to create a proton gradient between the matrix and
the intermembrane space to drive ATP synthesis (Fig. 1). ATP is the fuel of all cells, and
subtle changes in the proteins of the ETC may have profound effects on metabolism
(Chamala et al. 2006), obesity (Chamala et al. 2006; Okura et al. 2003), aging
(Trifunovic et al. 2004), insulin resistance (Petersen et al. 2003) and overall health
(Wibrand et al. 2001). The ETC functions as a result of a series of electron carriers and
proton pumps that work to shuttle protons across the membrane. This proton gradient
fuels ATP synthesis via ATP synthase (Fig. 1, complex 5). The third complex, formally
called ubiquinol: cytochrome c oxidoreductase (E.C. 1.10.2.2) is also known as the
cytochrome bc1 complex (named for cytochrome b and cytochrome c1, two major
components of the complex) and helps to maintain the proton gradient. For every Q-cycle
the complex oxidizes 2 ubiquinols, reduces cytochrome c, and uses the free energy to
transport 4 H+ across the membrane from the matrix to the intermembrane space helping
to create the proton motive force (Crofts 2004). The bc1 complex of vertebrates is made
up of 11 different subunits and functions as a dimer (Fig. 2). Of these subunits, three have
known redox capabilities that function to transfer electrons from electron carriers
ubiquinol and cytochrome c, and protons from ubiquinol to the intermembrane space.
Cytochrome b contains two hemes, heme bH, which is associated with the binding site for
ubiquinone (Q) at the Qi site, and heme bL which is associated with the binding of
ubiquinol (QH2) at the Qo site. The Rieske iron-sulfur protein contains an iron sulfur
center and undergoes a conformational change to transport electrons from the Qo site, to
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Figure 1: The electron transport chain is shown here. Complex 1 (which has not been crystallized yet) is from Grigorieff (1998).
Complex 2, PDB ID: 1YQ3; Complex 3, PDB ID: 2A06; Complex 4, PDB ID: 1OCC; Complex 5, PDB ID: 1BMF and 1C17; and
Cytochrome c, PDB ID: 1I6E. Each subunit works to increase the positive charge in the intermembrane space so complex 5 can
synthesize ATP. Complex 3, the cytochrome bc1 complex, has its major subunits colored.
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b)

Figure 2: Cartoon and surface view of bc1 complex. Both monomers are shown to display the functional dimer. (a) Cartoon view of
bc1 complex, angle is looking through the membrane. The key shows colors consistent in all figures from this point forward. Hemes
and Fe2S2 are also shown here. (b) Surface view of the bc1 complex. Angle is slightly tilted to show the top of the structure in the
intermembrane space where cyt c1 and ISP come in contact.

a)

the heme of cyt c1 with its iron sulfur center (Crofts et al. 1999b; Esser et al. 2006;
Izrailev et al. 1999; Kim et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 1998). Cytochrome c1 also contains a
heme, which functions to transfer the electrons from ubiquinol to cytochrome c. This
happens in what is called the modified Q cycle. For a more detailed description of the Q
cycle, see Crofts et al. 1999a.
The bc1 complex is a good model to study protein-protein interactions because its
structure and function are well known and well researched. Many researchers have
published three-dimensional crystal structures of the bc1 complex, each showing
something slightly different and informative, some with inhibitors bound to the active
sites, others with the ubiquinone and ubiquinol bound, and even one with cytochrome c
bound (Gao et al. 2003; Zhang et al 1998; Iwata et al. 1998; Lange and Hunte 2002;
Huang et al. 2005). In addition these researchers have used these structures to propose a
mechanism for the Q cycle, and detail the path of each electron and proton involved, and
how they are transferred (Izrailev et al. 1999; Crofts et al. 1999; Crofts 2004). The threedimensional structure is especially important when studying coevolution and molecular
evolution of a protein complex because when the protein is folded, regions come into
contact that are very distant on the linear protein, or even on different subunits altogether.
This gives us a more in depth perspective of where adaptation is occurring in this protein
complex.
Cytochrome bc1 is an appropriate molecular system for this study of coevolution
and coadaptation, which proposes a new method to look at protein-protein interactions
and molecular adaptation using physicochemical properties. This protein complex is an
ideal model because it has multiple subunits, complex active sites, and has moving parts.
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Multiple subunits allow an investigation into signs of coevolution, both within regions
where subunits come in contact with each other, and also in the multi-subunit active sites
of the overall complex. Because conformational changes occur, as the complex carries
out its function, there may be a more dynamic type of coevolution and adaptation at
multiple points of articulation and within the secondary structures that allow movement.
Additionally, study of radical changes in amino acid properties can help to show
what regions of the protein have historically been affected by selection. This information
can help us assess how the protein complex is holistically evolving, and in what regions
major physicochemical adaptation is taking place. This deep understanding of protein
complexes may become useful to the pharmaceutical industry in designing novel drugs.
Knowledge of adaptation in three dimensions is prerequisite to understanding the
array of mitochondrial disorders. There are many know human disorders resulting from
changes in the proteins of the bc1 complex. Changes to the subunit cytochrome b include
Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (Riordan-Eva and Harding 1995), exercise intolerance
(Keightley et al. 2000), myoglobinuria (Keightley et al. 2000), myopathy (Andreu et al.
2000), histiocytoid cardiomyopathy (Andreu et al. 2000), colorectal cancer (Polyak et al.
1998), obesity (Okura et al. 2003), and increased hydrogen peroxide production leading
to parkinsonism and mitochondrial encephalopathy with lactic acidosis and stroke-like
episodes (Rana et al. 2000). There may also be multi-system manifestations (e.g.
deafness, mental retardation, retinitis pigmentosa, cataract, growth retardation, epilepsy)
(Wibrand et al. 2001). Cytochrome c1 deficiencies include myopathy,
encephalomyopathy, and cardiomyopathy (Hoffman et al 1993).
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An example of the complexity of cytochrome bc1 disorders is warranted. A 4-bp
deletion (nucleotides 338-341) was documented in exon 4 of the UQCRB gene (subunit
6), predicting a change in the last 7 amino acids and the addition of a stretch of 14 amino
acids at the C-terminal end of the protein. The patient had hypoglycemia and liver
dysfunction (Haut et al. 2003). Both parents were healthy and were found to be
heterozygous for the deletion.
Not only do mutations in the subunits of the bc1 complex lead to disorders, but
mutations in the chaperone proteins for this complex can confer effects equally as
detrimental. For example the bcs1 protein is a constituent of the inner mitochondrial
membrane and is required for the expression of functional ubiquinol-cytochrome-c
reductase (bc1) complexes. Found within the inner mitochondrial membrane, BCS1L is
presumed to facilitate insertion of Rieske Fe/S protein into precursors to complex III
during assembly of the respiratory chain (Cruciat et al. 1999). Changes in this gene can
lead to neonatal proximal tubulopathy, hepatic involvement, encephalopathy (De Lonlay
et al. 2001), GRACILE syndrome (growth retardation, amino aciduria, cholestasis, iron
overload, lactic acidosis, and early death) (Visappa et al. 1998) and others.
In addition to problems resulting from mutations, mitochondrial complexes are
susceptible to, and aid in cancer growth. It has been shown that alterations to the
oxidative phosphorylation function in tumor cell mitochondria play a causative role in
cancerous growth, (Warburg, 1956) largely as a result of the role they play in apoptosis
and other aspects of tumor biology. The mitochondrial genome is particularly susceptible
to mutations because of the high level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated in this
organelle, coupled with a low level of DNA repair (Polyak et al. 1998).
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Methods
Sampling
Sequences for vertebrate model organisms including; Homo sapiens (human), Pan
troglodytes (chimpanzee), Mus musculus (mouse), Rattus novegicus (Norway rat), Bos
taurus (cow), Canis familiaris (domestic dog), Gallus gallus (chicken), Xenopus laevis
(frog), and Danio rerio (zebrafish) were obtained from GenBank. This sampling
represents all species of vertebrate for which the gene sequences for the protein subunits
of the cytochrome bc1 complex were available. Genes sampled include cytochrome b (cyt
b), cytochrome c1 (cyt c1), rieske iron sulfur protein (ISP), core 1, core 2, subunit 6,
subunit 7, subunit 8, subunit 9, and subunit 10. Subunit 11, present in some vertebrate
crystal structures, is known as the first subunit to dissociate from the complex when
treated with detergents. It comes in contact with subunit 10 and core 1 forming another
helix through the membrane (Iwate et al. 1998; Gao et al. 2003). Because subunit 11
readily dissociates it is not easily crystallized and thus was not included in this study.
Appendix 1 shows accession number and reference for each sequence used (Wong et al.
1983; Klein et al. 2002; Anderson et al. 1982; Moore et al. 2005; Gencic et al. 1991; Usui
et al. 1990; Desjardins and Morais 1990; Intl. Chicken Genome Sequence Consortium
2004; Hubbard et al. 2005; Caldwell et al. 2005; Hixson & Brown 1986; Chimp
Sequence Consortium 2005; Doan et al. 2005; Bjornerfeldt et al. 2006; Lindblad-Toh, K.
et al. 2005; Lundrigan et al. 2002; Da Cruz et al. 2003; Brady et al. 1997; Mammalian
gene collection program team 2002; Sadakata and Furuichi 2006; Behar et al. 2006;
Grosskopf and Feldmann 1981; Venter et al. 2001; Nishikimi et al. 1989; Rat Genome
Sequencing Project Consortium 2004; Broughton et al. 2001).
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Phylogenetic Reconstruction
The five largest proteins of the bc1 complex were used to reconstruct the
phylogeny for the vertebrate cytochrome bc1 complex with a total of 5801 bp: cyt c1 –
981 bp; ISP – 825 bp; cyt b – 1148 bp; core 1 – 1446 bp; core 2 – 1401 bp (Appendix 1).
Nucleotide gene sequences were aligned by inferred amino acid sequence in MEGA3
(Kumar et al. 1994) using ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994). The five genes were
concatenated using MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 2000), and then analyzed in
PAUP* (Swofford, 2003). A phylogeny was estimated using a parsimony optimality
criterion. A heuristic search algorithm was employed, with 1,000 random addition
replicates and TBR branch swapping. A strict consensus of all most parsimonious trees
was constructed for use in subsequent analyses. Bootstrap values were also calculated
using 1000 replicates with 20 random additions for each replicate and all other settings
were at the PAUP* default under parsimony criteria. The most parsimonious tree resulted
in the phylogeny shown in figure 3. This tree is not an estimation of a species tree, and
clearly does not reflect the accepted relationships of mammals. The clade representing
artiodactyls and carnivores is placed as sister to primates with rodents as outgroup, when
in fact rodents is the accepted sister to primates with artiodactyls and carnivores as
outgroups. The reason for this shift in placement in this particular tree is probably a
function of convergent evolution of respiratory genes. Those mammals that were grouped
together are all large mammals and would have different metabolic needs than very small
mammals, or rodents.

Biochemical Adaptation Analysis
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Figure 3: Parsimony tree for the cytochrome bc1 gene sequences used in this study. Tree
is representative of the gene complex relationships, not the actual species relationships.
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To test for selection, the software package TreeSAAP (Selection on Amino Acid
Properties using phylogenetic trees) (Woolley et al. 2003) was used. TreeSAAP uses an
existing phylogenetic topology (in Newick tree format) and a protein coding nucleotide
sequence alignment, to test for positive selection on quantitative physicochemical amino
acid properties. Descriptions of these properties can be found in Appendix 2. This
program identifies the properties historically affected by selection, and locates the exact
amino acid sites that experienced significant biochemical or conformational shifts. The
program TreeSAAP implements the baseml algorithm (Yang, 1997) to reconstruct
ancestral character states at the nodes on a given phylogeny, then evaluates the program
evaluates the average influence of selection on amino acid properties for a variable
number of magnitude categories. For this study, eight categories of selection were used,
and only categories 6, 7, and 8 (positive-destabilizing selection) were considered because
they are unambiguously associated with molecular adaptation (McClellan et al. 2005;
McClellan et al. 2001). Each of the ten genes were analyzed independently. The inferred
pattern of amino acid replacement was further statistically evaluated using a sliding
window to test for significant clustering of radical physicochemical shifts. A Bonferroni
correction for multiple sampling was employed. All results are presented in the context of
human sequences.

Visualization
Pre-existing three-dimensional structures (PDB 2A06 Huang et al. 2005; 1NTZ
Gao et al. 2003; 1PPJ Huang et al. 2005) were used with the program Pymol (DeLano
2002) to show amino acid residues under heavy selection. This provides a spatial context
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that transcends the linear arrangement of amino acids by presenting a more informationrich view of how these specific amino acids interact with known active sites.

Results
Cytochrome b
Cyt b is a membrane spanning protein 379 amino acids long that consists of eight
alpha helices (A-H) and their corresponding loop regions (Fig. 4). It contains two heme
molecules, heme bH (high energy) and bL (low energy) which are held in a four alpha
helix bundle formed by A, B, C, and D helices (Iwata et al. 1998). The hemes are
anchored by the conserved histidines 83 and 182 and 97 and 196. They are oriented in the
membrane between the helices and almost at right angles to one another and they
function to stabilize the electrons as they are shuttled from QH2 either to cyt c, or to Q.
The Qo site is near the intermembrane space, and forms a hydrophobic pocket for
the binding of QH2, and is composed of many different regions of cyt b; L121-Y131 of
helix C, F140-S151 of the cd1 helix, I268-R282 of the ef helix and EF loop, V291-L299
of helix F (Esser et al. 2006) (Fig. 4 and Fig. 12). Sites surrounding the heme bL are: I45T56 of helix A, A62-C70 of the ab helix, Y81-F91 of helix B, F178-P186 of helix D. A
conserved site, Glu-272 (Hunte et al. 2000), functions in the Qo site with His-161 from
ISP to transport electrons from QH2 to heme bL. Near the Qo site the ISP head moves and
docks via hydrogen bonding (dock sites are primarily on the cd1 helix, GH loop, the EF
loop and ef helix) (Esser et al. 2006). This allows the iron sulfur center to shuttle
electrons from the QH2 site and transport them to the heme of cyt c1 by movement in the
neck region of the protein. During this exchange the first proton is released. Also present
near the Qo site is a water bridge that helps transport the second proton from QH2 to
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Figure 4: (a) Location of cytochrome b in the whole complex. Blue and red sites indicate those found to have experienced selection
(different monomers of cyt b). (b) One subunit of cytochrome b is shown with active sites and hemes indicated by blue arrows and
gray shaded regions. Helices are labeled with uppercase indicating transmembrane helices and lowercase indicating helices near the
intermembrane space. C and N termini are also labeled.

a)

D

ef C
Qo Site G
B
F

cd1

cd2

ISP dock

Heme bL to the water bridge via Glu-271, and out to the intermembrane space (Crofts et
al. 1999a). The proposed exit of the proton via the water bridge is near the interface of
cyt b and cyt c1 just beyond the membrane (exit loop region C70-Y75). The water bridge
is necessary to transport the polar proton out of the hydrophobic interior of the protein
complex.
The Qi site is less complex and functions to restore one Q to a QH2 per Q-cycle,
and is composed of A17-I42 of the N terminal and helix A, F90-V123 of helices B and C,
I189-N206 of helix D, F220-D228 of helix E. It does this by using the electrons from
QH2 that were transferred through heme bL to heme bH, coupled with protons recruited
from the matrix of the mitochondria. The first 20 amino acids of the protein are thought
to be involved in recruiting these protons (McClellan and McCracken 2005).
The program TreeSAAP recovered 399 amino acid replacements in cyt b (Fig. 5).
Of the 29 properties utilized in TreeSAAP, 18 were found to have at least one site under
selection in cyt b. In total, 100 sites were found to be experiencing radical selection of
some property, and 69 of the 379 amino acids in cyt b have experienced selection (some
sites had multiple properties under selection). The sliding-window analysis showed
multiple properties under heavy selection in four general regions of the protein, and a few
properties under selection in other regions. There were six properties under selection in
the region from the end of helix B to the beginning of helix C, including the bc loop
region (C93-L119). This region is known to be part of the Qi site of the protein complex.
The next region under heavy selection with nine properties was in the loop region
between helices C and D, which form small alpha helices, referred to as the cd1 helix and
the cd2 helix (M138-G167). This region is known to be both the docking region for the
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Figure 5: Figure showing
TreeSAAP sliding window
output, region of protein
influenced by biochemical shifts
(vertical pastel bars) and actual
sites under selection causing these
shifts (darker bars). A sliding
window is implemented in
Secondary structure is overlaid
(gray and lt. blue horizontal bars).
Active sites are shown to the left:
Qi site (yellow), Qo site (orange),
Heme bL (green) and ISP dock
(purple). Actual properties
influenced are shown in the key.
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movable ISP protein, and part of the Qo site. The sliding window analysis also showed
the region including the end of helix G and the beginning of helix H, and its
corresponding loop region to have seven sites under heavy selection (W326-L360). This
region is also part of the ISP dock when folded in three dimensions. The analysis also
shows two overlapping regions under selection, one with three properties, the other with
five. These regions start in the DE loop, include helix E, and end in the EF loop region
(S213-N260). The beginning region has some sites that form part of the Qi site, and the
latter region surrounds the water bridge that carries the proton from the Qo site to the
intermembrane space. To see sites under selection for all amino acid properties see figure
5. To see all sites under selection in a three dimensional view see figure 4.

Cytochrome c1
Cyt c1 is made up of one alpha-helix that spans the membrane, and a head region
that functions in the intermembrane space (Fig. 6). Protruding from the head region is a
loop on the end of two beta sheets. This loop region allows cyt c1 to come in contact with
its dimer, forming what looks like a pore at the apex of the protein complex. This loop
structure motif is highly conserved and present in all cytochromes, even the simplest
bacteria (Baymann et al. 2004). The function of this pore is not known, but it is
postulated that the first proton released may exit cyt b through this region (Baer and
McClellan, 2006). The protein is 242 amino acids long and contains one heme with
ligands His-41 and Met-160, covalent anchors Cys-37 and Cys-40 (Iwata et al. 1998).
The heme of cyt c1, functions to receive the electrons from QH2 (active site on cyt b), via
the iron sulfur center (Fe2S2) of ISP. During this transfer t releases the first proton into
the intermembrane space, and transports the electrons to cytochrome c, a protein that
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Figure 6: (a) View from the intermembrane space of cytochrome c1 showing its location in the bc1 complex. Subunits are colored
slightly different colors of blue. Sites under selection are colored red and dark blue. (b) Only one monomer is shown here with the
helices and beta sheets labeled. Also the active sites, ISP dock and cyt c dock are indicated. The C and N termini are labeled and the
heme is shown in orange.

a)

B

C

D

ß-sheets 1 & 2

carries the electrons to complex 4 of the electron transport chain. The region that forms a
dock for the movable ISP head includes G107-S114, R118-H121, L143-L147, and F153I158. The heme is further surrounded by I116, E124-L131, and V186-L190. The cyt c
dock location was crystallized in yeast by Hunte et al. (2000), and homologous regions
were used to determine the binding sites on the bovine structure. Those sites are Q35H41, Y95, A103-N106, E145-Y148, and G159-E170.
TreeSAAP recovered 93 amino acid replacements in cyt c1 (Fig. 7). Analysis of
these changes resulted in detection of selection in 15 of 29 properties. Of those amino
acid replacements, 41 total sites were found to be experiencing adaptation relative to an
amino acid property. Of those, eight sites experienced adaptation for multiple amino acid
properties. On the linear protein, one major region (E67-A103) corresponding to the
highly conserved loop and beta sheets (discussed above) of the protein, was found to be
under selection with nine properties represented. Another adaptive region (L17-L51),
which is part of the cyt c dock, had three properties under selection. Yet another region
(D172-A193), which forms a region in contact with the heme group, experienced
adaptation relative to three amino acid properties. Other regions experiencing adaptation
can be seen in figure 7. Figure 6 shows a three dimensional view of the adaptive regions
within each dimer.

Rieske ISP
The 179 amino acid long rieske iron sulfur protein (ISP) is made up of a primary
alpha helix that extends through the membrane, a moveable neck region, and a head
region that sits between dimers of cytochrome c1 on the intermembrane side of the
membrane (Fig. 8). The ISP is essential to the function of the Q cycle and contains an
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Figure 7: TreeSAAP sliding
window output is shown for the
protein subunit cyt c1. Pastel
bars show sliding window
output (region of the protein
that is influenced by
biochemical shifts of
substitutions) and dark bars
show actual sites that have
experienced the selection.
Secondary structure is over laid
in gray and lt. blue. Active sites
are show on the left: Cyt c dock,
yellow; ISP dock, purple; heme,
green.
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N-terminus

Primary helix
b)

Figure 8: (a) View of both dimers of the rieske iron-sulfur protein and their location in the bc1 complex. Specific sites under selection
are shown in blue and red. (b) View of one subunit if ISP. Fe2S2 is shown in green. Active sites, N terminus, and helices that will be
discussed later in the paper are indicated.

a)

Fe2S2
Fe2S2 region

46

Neck Pivot
point

iron sulfur center (Fe2S2) anchored by His-141 and Cys-158 (Gurung et al. 2005). The
head region of ISP undergoes a conformational change to allow the bifurcated reactions
of the Q cycle (details of the movement of ISP are presented in the discussion). The
primary alpha-helix of the ISP is K23-M62. The head region is made up of 10 short beta
sheets, of which 5-8 surround the Fe2S2 center (V47-A48, G154-C158, S163-D166, and
I171-K173, respectively) (Hunte et al. 2000). Loop regions that are in close contact with
the Fe2S2 center, and thus interacting with both cyt c1 and cyt b include R118, T140V145, Y157-S163, and K173-L178.
TreeSAAP recovered 139 amino acid replacements in the rieske protein (Fig. 9).
Out of the 29 amino acid properties used in TreeSAAP, 21 properties were found to be
adapting in the ISP. There were 43 instances of sites under positive-destabilizing
selection: of these, eight sites had more than one property adapting. There were four
major regions found to have multiple properties under positive-destabilizing selection in
this protein subunit. The first region, (S1-Y37), had five adaptive properties. This region
of the protein extends through the membrane and into the matrix of the mitochondria.
The next adaptive region (A88-Q108) which includes part of beta strand 2 and all of beta
strand 3; TreeSAAP identified six adapting properties in this region. The third adaptive
region immediately follows (E109-I134) and has nine properties under positivedestabilizing selection. It includes part of beta sheet 4, and is on the exterior surface of
the protein head region. The last major region experiencing heavy adaptation (G155P177) includes beta strands 6, 7, and 8 and functions in the stabilization of the Fe2S2
center. Other regions experiencing adaptation are shown in figure 9. Figure 8 presents a
three-dimensional view of these adaptive regions.
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Figure 9: TreeSAAP sliding window output is shown for ISP. Pastel bars show sliding
window (region of the protein influenced by biochemical shifts) and dark bars show
actual sites experiencing selection. Secondary structure is over laid in gray and lt. blue.
Active sites are show on the left: Neck region, yellow; regions surrounding Fe2S2,
orange).
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Other Subunits
Core 1 and core 2 are the largest subunits in the protein complex, one having 443
and the other 400 amino acids. The function of these large subunits is unknown, but
studies have shown that they are required for the proper assembly of the complex, and
may protect a subset of subunits against proteolytic degradation (Crivellone et al. 1988;
Gatti and Tzagoloff 1990; Marx et al. 2003). Sequence homology and subsequent
experimentation has shown that core 1 and 2 continue to have the same proteolytic
qualities as the mitochondrial processing peptidase (MPP) (Marx et al. 2003), and it was
proposed that activity had ceased due to the binding of subunit 9 in the active site at the
interface of core 1 and 2 (Deng et al. 2001; Hunte et al. 2000). Others suggest that
activity is only ceased because the presequence is actually cleaved in the site (Iwata et al.
1998). Each core protein is made up of two parts, the lower and upper, each consisting of
a series of alpha helices and beta sheets. The beta sheets are lined up in rows and in core
1 the 5 beta sheets in the upper portion of the protein are extended by 2 more beta sheets,
one from subunit 7 and the other from cyt c1. The beta sheets of core 2 are extended by
two more from subunit 9. Subunit 9 is bound by the loop region F64-N73 in core 1
(Hunte et al. 2000). Table 1 gives a description of the location, structure and function of
core 1 and core 2, as well as selection information from TreeSAAP. Figure 10 shows a
three dimensional view of core 1, core 2 and subunit 9.
Of the 5 other subunits, two contain membrane-spanning helices and the other
three are more compact. Subunit 10 (a hydrophobic subunit), adds 2 additional helices to
the complex, and may play a role in the proper assembly of the complex (Berry et al.
2000, Iwata et al. 1998). Subunit 7, also spanning the membrane, consists of a helix that
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Two clusters of ß-sheets and α-helices connected by a long loop
region. First cluster has six ß-sheets arranged linearly, second has five
ß-sheets, also arranged linearly. The first set of ß-sheets lines up with
corresponding beta sheets of the alternative dimer in the middle of the
complex. Second set of ß-sheets lines up with the ß-sheets of core 1.

Core 1 is made up of both ß-sheets and α-helices. The ß-sheets are
arranged into two sets: both with 6 ß-sheets, with one closer to cyt b
and the other closer to the distal surface of the complex. The sets of ßsheets are surrounded by short α- helices and loop regions.

65/504

46

49

443

95/310

440

425-443 (11 properties) This is the C-terminus of the protein that
comes in contact with the N-terminus of ISP and cyt b, cyt c1, and
subunit 7. The N-terminal region of cyt b which is known to function
in the recruitment of protons for attachment to Q.

17

211-237 (4 properties) This region is composed of core 2 ß-sheets 6
and 7. It is on the exterior surface of the protein, and in the three
dimensional structure is adjacent to region (112-166) experiencing
selection and also adjacent to core 1.
345-423 (9 properties) This region is made up of α-helices and loops
and is sandwiched between the two sets of core 2 ß-sheets. This
region is in direct contact with core 1 on the extreme exterior of the
protein, and subunit 9 within the complex.

267-302 (9 properties) This region is toward the midline of the
complex, and is on the border of where core 1 comes in contact with
core 2 and subunit 9.
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112-166 (9 properties) This region forms 3 α-helices and 2 loops, and
articulates with the core 1 protein, at one the regions experiencing
selection (aa 267-302). In addition, this core 2 region comes into
contact with subunits 6 and 9.

219-240 (9 properties) This region corresponds to a long loop region
on the extreme exterior of the subunit that also forms an exterior
surface of the complex. This region also comes in contact with the tail
end of ISP.

Exact function is not known, but they are essential for the assembly and proper association of the redox centers, though they do not contain
redox centers themselves. Both proteins protect a subset of subunits against proteolytic degradation, with core 1 having a greater influence than
core 2. (Crivellone et al. 1988).

Located entirely on the matrix side of the protein complex. Its
subunits are sandwiched between the two core 1 protein dimers. Core
2 also comes in contact with subunits 8 and 9.

On the matrix side, this subunit sits below cyt b. Dimers do not come
in contact at central axis of complex. Comes in contact with subunit 7,
tail of rieske, tail of cyt c1, and with the very tip of subunit 6.

Table 1: Description of core proteins 1 and 2 including sites experiencing selection.

TreeSAAP
properties
Selected sites/
NSyn Subs
Total aa sites
selected

Length

Areas under
Selection

Function

Structure

Location

Core 2

Core 1

Subunit 9 in
the active
Site of core

a)

b)
Figure 10: (a) Location of core 1 (green) and core 2 (orange), along with subunit 9 (gray)
are shown here. All are found only in the matrix of the mitochondria. Sites that have
experienced selection are shown in red and blue. (b) Cartoon model shows the structure
of core 1 and core 2, as well as the actual sites that have experienced selection. These
sites are further discussed in table 1.
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stands alone across cyt b while other non-cyt b helices group together between the
dimers. Subunit 6, a relatively hydrophilic subunit, forms the connection between cyt b
and core 2 (Berry et al. 2000), while subunit 9 nestles between core 1 and core 2. Subunit
8, also called the “hinge protein” or “acidic protein,” is located on the outside of cyt c1, is
the only one of these five proteins with any known catalytic property (Iwata et al. 1998).
It has been shown to interact with the binding of cyt c and may be required for complex
formation between cytochrome c1 and cytochrome c (Stonehuerner et al. 1985). This
binding is probably mediated by the N-terminus of the hinge protein which is highly
enriched in glutamic and aspartic acid residues (Hunte et al. 2000). Table 2 gives a
description of the location, structure and function of these subunits, as well as adaptation
information from resulting from the TreeSAAP analysis. Figure 11 shows the specific
sites under selection on subunits 6, 7, 8, and 10.
There are some disagreements among crystal structures as to the placement of
subunit 9. It consists of the first 78 amino acids of the ISP targeting presequence. This
leader sequence is used to transport the protein into the mitochondria (Brandt et al. 1993).
Once inside it is cleaved off and becomes subunit 9. The crystal structures PDB 2A06
and 1PPJ (Huang et al. 2005) show codons 32-78, while PDB 1NTZ (Gao et al. 2003)
shows 1-56. The two do not seem to be a continuation of the same sequence, rather two
different sequences that form the same three-dimensional structure. Both sequences have
two beta sheets that function in proximity with the first set of beta sheets in core 2 (Beta
sheets add on to beta sheet 4 of core 2, 94-100). Both structures also have a small alpha
helix within the loop region located between the second set of beta sheets of core 2 and
the closest loop regions of core 1. For ease of discussion the three-dimensional
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10/97

10

20/88

14

7

9/44

5

78 (13-78 crystallized)

23, 29, 32, 39 are all on the
outside or underside of the
subunit.

18 and 65 are facing up,
toward where cyt c comes in
contact with cyt c1

interacts with binding of
cytochrome c

The subunit is essentially two
α-helices held together by
two sets of cysteine sulfur
bridges (aa 24-S-S-68, and
40-S-S-54).

Table 2: Description of subunits 6-10 including sites experiencing selection

4

79

45, 61, 68, 70, 76 all on
surface of alpha helix,

12

Length

TreeSAAP
properties
Selected
sites/ NSyn
Subs
Total aa
sites
selected

109

Areas
under
Selection

unknown

unknown

36, 38, 49 in a ring near
contact with cyt c1

One long α-helix with a loop
region on the intermembrane
space side of the complex
and a ß-sheet on the matrix
side. ß-sheet lines up with
those in core 1, extending the
set.

4 α-helices, all at different
angles, with connecting loop
regions. Some loop regions
contain small helices 3-4 aa.

helices of cyt c1 & ISP and
sub. 6, core 1 & 2

Nicknamed “Hinge Protein.”
Entirely in the
intermembrane space, and is
attached to cyt c1. This
subunit also comes in contact
with the end of the helix
comprising subunit 7.

Helix spans the membrane on
the exterior of cyt b.
Intermembrane space side:
contact with subunit 8 & cyt
c1. Matrix side: contact with

Between cyt b and the core 2
and cyt c1 helix. It also
comes in contact with subunit
7, just barely with core 1.
Dimers do not come in
contact.

14-38, 7 prop, comes in
contact with G and H helices,
F-G loop and B-C loop of cyt
b
44-64, 3 prop, comes in
contact with N-terminus of
cyt c1, and N-terminus of
subunit 7 (regions in contact
with each other)

Function

Structure

Location

Subunit 8

Subunit 7

Subunit 6

8

9/85 in 32-78 (140 total)

5

78 (32-78 crystallized) aa 4348 missing

All others are on the loop
regions.

70 and 76 are on the beta
sheets

unknown

There are 2 ß-sheets and one
short α-helix, the rest is
loops. The two ß-sheets
continue the ß-sheets of core
2.

Between core 1 and core 2,
on the matrix side of the
protein complex.

Subunit 9

5

5/51

4

62

52 is at the interface with cyt
c1 (still visible on surface)

5, 25, 61 are all on the
surface of the protein.

from cyt c1 to helix of ISP,
and the third bending to stay
entirely on ISP. The loop
between helix 2 and 3 comes
in contact with core 1.
unknown

Has 3 helices, 1 in the
intermembrane space (comes
in contact with cyt c1) and
the other 2 in the membrane.
Helices come in contact with
the α-helices of cyt c1 and
ISP. Loop comes in contact
with core 1.
Made up of 3 α-helices, first
on cyt c1, second crossing

Subunit 10

a)

b)

Figure 11: (a) Subunit 6 (cyan), subunit 7 (tan), subunit 8 (coral) and subunit 10 (teal) are
shown. All other subunits (cyt b, cyt c1, ISP, core 1, core 2, subunit 9) are colored gray.
(b) Only one monomer of the bc1 complex is shown. Sites under selection are shown in
red and are further discussed in table 2.
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conformation in PDB 2A06 will be used throughout the rest of the paper (Huang et al.
2005).

Discussion
As discussed above, the bc1 complex essentially has five active sites, Qo, Qi, Cyt c
dock (Fig. 13), Rieske dock on cyt b, and Rieske dock on cyt c1 (Fig. 12). In addition to
these, there are a few other sites of interest: (1) the rieske neck region (allows movement
of head region and iron sulfur center in rieske protein), (2) the N-terminus of cyt b that
functions in proton recruitment for the oxidized ubiquinone (near Qi and interior of the
complex) (3) the proposed exit of the first proton, the pore region formed by the
monomer of cyt c1 (Fig. 14) and (4) the water bridge that stabilizes the second proton
from the Qo site (in cyt b) through the membrane to the intermembrane space (Fig. 15).
Of these combined active and functional sites, most are comprised of multiple protein
subunits that function in concert. Generally, molecular adaptation does not work on the
specific amino acids necessary for a catalytic reaction or conformational change. To the
contrary, adaptation results from changes in those amino acids that surround
active/functional residues to enact a slight change in the way such sites perform their
role. Consequently, protein constituents of active/functional sites are forced to co-evolve
in such a way that the overall roles of such regions are maintained, while allowing an
overall flexibility necessary for the maintenance of organismal fitness in a dynamic
environment. Thus protein coevolution can take two forms: (1) the overall maintenance
of local microenvironments at protein-protein interfaces despite a mutational dynamic,
and (2) the maintenance of complex function, while allowing global adaptation in
response to dynamic organismal needs. The former requires compensatory
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a)

Qi site

Heme bL

Fe2S2

b)

Figure 12: (a) Active sites and functional regions of the bc1 complex are shown in only one monomer from PDB 1NTZ (Gao et al.
2003). Locations of QH2 (magenta) in Qo site and Q (purple) in Qi site are shown. (b) Surface view shows the depths of the binding
pockets and is slightly transparent so proximity to hemes can be seen. Subunit 11 (gray) is shown, but is not included in this study.

Heme bH

Qo
site

ISP
dock

physicochemical changes at the protein-protein interface and can be referred to as a more
classical type of coevolution, while the latter requires net physicochemical changes
among proteins that are functioning in concert and represents a more dynamic form of
coadaptation. Although the remainder of this discussion contains glimpses at coevolution,
it will focus on the coadaptation of protein constituents that comprise the active and
functional regions of the cytochrome bc1 complex. Finally, there are many individual
sites in cyt b that have experienced selection, however only on those sites that seem to
form contiguous clusters of residues on cyt b near active sites, or interfaces with other
subunits will be discussed.

The Q cycle, Qo site, and the water bridge
The Q cycle begins with QH2 binding at a hydrophilic pocket, called the Qo site,
which is located on cyt b, toward the intermembrane space, slightly to the side of heme
bL, and requires ISP to be functional (Crofts et al. 1999; Hunte et al. 2000) (Fig. 12).
From this active site electrons either enter the high or low potential chains of the
bifurcated reaction (Berry et al. 1999; Brunga et al. 2000; Crofts et al. 1999b; Esser et al.
2006). The high potential chain consists of ISP, cyt c1 and cyt c. The first electron and
proton are transferred from QH2 (bound at the Qo site) to ISP (docked on cyt b), then to
cyt c1 (via the movement of ISP) and ultimately to cyt c (Crofts et al. 1999b). ISP is
essential for this process because the distance between QH2 and the heme of cyt c is
greater than an electron can readily diffuse. To overcome this distance, the ISP picks up
an electron and its proton (His-161 and Fe2S2 are the actual proton and electron carriers)
from QH2 bound in the Qo site and undergoes a conformational change to then transfer
that electron to the heme of cyt c1, at the same time releasing the proton into the
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a)

b)
Figure 13: Location of cyt c dock on cyt c1 from PDB 1KYO (Hunte et al. 2000). (a)
View from the intermembrane space. Cyt c is shown (red), in its dock location on cyt c1.
The surface is transparent to show the location of the heme (yellow) in cyt c, and the
heme (orange) in cyt c1. (b) shows a cartoon model looking through the membrane. The
proximity of the heme of cyt c and the heme of cyt c1 can be easily seen in this view.
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intermembrane space. The low potential chain consists of semiquinone in the Qo site, the
two cyt b hemes, and Q in the Qi site. Electron transfer goes from the semiquinone
(formed by the high potential chain), to heme bL via Glu-271, then to heme bH and finally
to Q (bound at the Qi site), changing it to another semiquinone. This electron is not
transported by the ISP, but rather by a specific amino acid, Glu-271, that undergoes a
rotational change to transport the electron to Heme bL and the proton to the nearby water
bridge. Another turn of the Q cycle to reduces this semiquinone to a QH2. Figure 12
(PDB 1NTZ, Gao et al. 2003) shows QH2 and Q bound at the Qo and Qi sites
respectively.
Electron transfer has been well documented in the Q-cycle, but the location and
mechanisms involved in proton release and capture are still largely unclear. The protons
released from QH2 are referred to as the “first proton” that enters the high potential chain
and the “second proton” that enters the low potential chain. The first proton is released
during the exchange of the electron from ISP to cyt c1 and the second proton is released
via the water bridge, which functions to take the second proton from heme bL inside of
the membrane (near the Qo site) to the intermembrane space (Crofts et al. 1999; Izrailev
et al. 1999) (Fig. 14). Not much is known about this water bridge, but it may stabilize the
hydrophilic proton while inside of the hydrophobic region of the protein complex. The
water chain occupies a channel leading from the heme bL to the external aqueous phase
(Crofts et al. 1999). It is postulated that the protons exit between the helices of cyt c1 and
ISP. Fig 15 shows the location of the exit of the second proton via the water bridge. Also
indicated is the only surface site in this region that is adaptive, R71F (Fig. 16).
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b)

Figure 14: (a) Location of the first proton exit. Proton is released when ISP head moves toward cyt c1 dock to transfer the first
electron. The proton travels in the direction the arrows indicate, and exits through the pore in the intermembrane space created by the
two subunits of cyt c1. (b) Square shows orientation and location of (a) on the bc1 complex.

a)

There is a short distance between the Qo and Qi sites, with only a few residues
between them on helices C and D of cyt b. This region has many sites under selection and
shows a few examples of coevolution and coadaptation (Fig. 16). The basal phylogenetic
branch leading to mammals has an example of coevolution on sites 184 and 192. There is
a change, L184I, which causes a decrease in equilibrium constant (EC) and a change,
I192L, which causes a corresponding increase in EC (Fig. 3). This reciprocal change
results in the overall maintenance of the microenvironment of this region. Another
example of reciprocal coevolution is on the terminal branch of Canis familiaris. There is
a change, V117I, causing a decrease in EC and a reciprocal change, I118V, causing a
corresponding increase in the property. In this same region there is an example of
coadaptation on the branch leading to Gallus gallus where both I188L and I115T lead to
a radical decrease in solvent accessible reduction ratio (SARR), making this region less
accessible to water.

ISP movement and docking zones
When ISP is docked on cyt b, it is very close to the Qo site allowing electron
transfer (Fig. 17). There are some specific regions of cyt b involved in the docking of ISP
via hydrogen bonding and van der Walls forces (Esser et al. 2006, Hunte et al. 2000). The
cd1 helix and the ef helix have been known to help in docking the Rieske head. ISP can
be seen in the docked position on cyt b in the structure PDB 2A06 (Huang et al. 2005),
which is used for most figures in this paper. Once the electron is picked up by His-161 of
ISP, the head region undergoes a conformational change and rotates the Fe2S2 toward the
heme of cyt c1. The iron sulfur center is essentially moved from being close to heme bL to
being close to the heme in cyt c1. In each of the docking positions the head region is held
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b)

Proton Exit
via the Water
Bridge

Figure 15: (a) The second proton exits via the water bridge that extends from the Qo site through cyt b to the intermembrane space.
The proposed exit of this water bridge is shown here. (b) Square shows orientation and location of (a) on the bc1 complex.

a)

Fe2S2

in place by hydrogen bonds that form and break sequentially to allow movement between
both docking sites (Iwata et al. 1998, Izrailev et al. 1999) (Fig. 12).
ISP is anchored by an N-terminus alpha-helix in the membrane (Fig. 8). The
“neck region” (directly following the anchor) is the moveable part of the subunit acting as
a pivot point for the large head region to move from its dock on cyt b to its dock on cyt c1
(Izrailev et al. 1999). Studies have shown that there may also be a third position of the
ISP head, called the intermediate position, where it is neither docked on cyt b or c1, but
hydrogen bonded somewhere in between and is inactive (Iwata et al. 1998). The neck
region of the protein is from A70-I74 and the major pivot point is Ile-74 (Shown in Fig.
18, Iwata et al. 1998). Without this ISP motion between cyt b and cyt c1, electrons would
not be able to readily diffuse between the Qo site and the heme of cyt c1 (Fig. 14). As a
result, the Q cycle would not be completed and the whole complex would lose efficiency
and function (Kim et al. 1998).
One site on ISP in the highly conserved neck region had experienced positivedestabilizing selection for an increase in alpha-helical tendency (Fig. 18). This change
(S72A) occurs on the phylogenetic branch separating all vertebrates from humans and
chimps (Fig. 3). This change is consistent with the findings of Doan et al. (2005) who
concluded that cyt b and ISP exhibited accelerated rates of amino acid replacement as a
result of positive selection in primates. Since this conformational property occurred in a
loop region and not a helix of the protein, it is hard to interpret. But the residue’s
proximity to the pivot point and to cyt c1 suggests it may be affecting the efficiency of the
pivot.
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1

1

2

2

a)

c)

b)

Figure 16: (a) Close up view of the transmembrane region, specifically the region of cyt b that is between heme bH and
heme bL. Selection on cyt b is shown in red on one dimer and indigo on the other dimer. Selection on subunit 6 is
shown in bright blue. In circle 1, which is directly between the two hemes of cyt b, there are 2 examples of coevolution
and one of coadaptation. The changes: L184I and I192L (cyt b) increase and decrease equilibrium constant respectively
on the branch leading to mammals (red star). The changes: V117I and I118V (cyt b) increase and decrease equilibrium
constant respectively on the terminal branch of Canis familiaris (yellow star). The changes: I188L and I115T (cyt b)
decrease SARR on the terminal branch leading to Gallus gallus (blue star). In circle 2, which is directly behind heme
bL, there is one example of coevolution and one example of coadaptation between cyt b and subunit 6. Sites L108I,
K110I (cyt b) decrease equilibrium constant, Y109F (cyt b) decreases mean r.m.s. fluctuation displacement & D40N
(sub 6) decreases power to be at the C-terminus on the branch leading to all mammals (orange star). Later in the
phylogeny, on the branch leading to primates (green star) there are reversals of the sites above, except I110L instead of
K. The star shows the one site under selection near the location of the second proton exit. The indigo site indicates
R71F (cyt b) and is only under selection on the terminal branch to Xenopus laevis. (b) Phylogeny showing location of
changes discussed in the paper. Red, yellow and blue starts are in circle 1 and orange and green are in circle 2. (c)
Entire complex shown, with box indicating the close-up region in (a).
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Figure 19 shows a large contiguous region or ‘stripe’ of adapting sites on the
surface of cyt b, which starts in the ISP dock site, and continues down helix H through
the inner mitochondrial membrane. This region is near the interface of cyt b with subunit
7 and ISP. There are examples of both coevolution and coadaptation occurring here. On
the branch separating Danio rerio from the ingroup, there are six sites experiencing
radical biochemical shifts, with four of them decreasing equilibrium constant (EC)
(L361I, V364I, L372I, A376I). This coordinated negative shift in EC is an example of
coadaptation—a concerted directional change. All four of these changes are from a
hydrophobic amino acid to an isoleucine, that is slightly more hydrophobic than the
original residues (L, V, and A).
In this same ‘stripe’ on cyt b coevolution also is seen on the branch leading to
Xenopus laevis (frog) where there are 13 sites experiencing biochemical shifts (Fig. 3).
Of these, six sites experienced an increase in EC (I353L, I356V, I368L, I372V, and
I376L of cyt b and I58V of subunit 7) while three sites experienced a decrease (L357I,
L363I, L365I of cyt b) the EC of the site. These changes resulted in an overall
maintenance of the microenvironment in Xenopus; they were exchanges between nearly
equally hydrophobic amino acids, which only caused a shift in one other property: EC.
Additionally, one site experienced an increase in SARR (T369I of cyt b), while two sites
decreased (I348T and I332T of cyt b). One of these sites also experienced a decrease in
surrounding hydrophobicity (I348T) (Fig. 19).
Other parts of the phylogeny also have exhibited adaptation within this region of
cyt b. The phylogenetic branch leading to Gallus gallus (chicken) shows both
coadaptation and coevolution—three sites experienced coordinated increases in EC
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 17: (a) Selection on the ISP head region is shown in bright blue. The ISP head region shows many
sites experiencing physicochemical shifts. There is one example of coadaptation on the head region of ISP:
E128K & S170R both increase isoelectric point and one example of coevolution: D131E & E107D
reciprocal increase and decrease in turn tendency on the phylogenetic branch separating Danio rerio as the
outgroup (red star). There is also one example of coevolution on the branch grouping humans, chimps,
cow, and dog: I192M & V194I show reciprocal increase and decrease in the equilibrium constant (yellow
star). The other changes, that do not show coevolution or coadaptation include: T88A (alpha helical
tendency), S72A (alpha helical tendency), S79A (alpha helical tendency), E103A (compressibility), K104A
(hydropathy, short and med range non-bonded energy), D107N (power to be at the C-terminus), N113D
(power to be at the C-terminus), E116K (isoelectric point), I124K (buriedness, equilibrium constant, longrange non-bonded energy, SARR, surrounding hydrophobicity, total non-bonded energy), D125E (turn
tendency), D131S power to be at the C-terminal), A150S (turn tendency), E152D (turn tendency), and
S170R (short and medium range non-bonded energy, partial specific volume, helical contact area). (b)
Phylogenetic tree and locations of the evolutionary changes discussed above. (c) Square shows the region
of the bc1 complex that is enlarged in (a).
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(I372L, I356L of cyt b, and I58L of subunit 7), while SARR was maintained by
reciprocal changes (I371T and I368T on cyt b experienced decreases and T369I
experienced an increase in this property). Again fluctuations are seen in SARR and EC,
both properties associated with protein-protein interactions, EC dealing with the ability to
release a proton, and SARR with water interactions. Also, the branch leading to Bos
taurus (cow) presents evidence of coadaptation with four substitutions causing a
coordinated increase in EC (I361L, I356V, I364V, I376L of cyt b), and two causing a
coordinated decrease in SARR (I371T, I349T). An increase in EC and a decrease in
SARR, seem to be highly correlated and cause an overall change in this region. The
branch leading to Canis familiaris (dog) shows coadaptation as well, with all three
substitutions increasing EC (I376L, I371V, I362L of cyt b) (Fig. 19).
There are other substitutions not mentioned, three changes on the branch leading
to Rattus norvegensis (rat) (I376M and I372V EC increase, L357S power to be at the Nterminus), five changes on the branch grouping Bos and Canis (I353L of cyt b and I58V
of subunit 7 increasing EC, I268T and I344T of cyt b decreasing SARR, and E344S of
cyt b decreasing power to be at the C-terminus), four changes on the branch grouping
Pan troglodytes and Homo sapiens (I371L and I356V increasing EC, I361T decreasing
SARR, and K173L of ISP increasing total non-bonded energy), and five changes on the
branch to Homo sapiens (A369I and T309I decreasing and I353V increasing EC, I368T
and I348T decreasing SARR, and I348T also decreasing surrounding hydrophobicity).
These changes show more examples of coadaptation by coordinated directional selection.
In these membrane-bound helices there is a high instance of substitutions between
similarly hydrophobic amino acids that increase or decrease EC, SARR, and occasionally
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surrounding hydrophobicity. All three of these properties essentially cause shifts in an
amino acids ability to interact with water and protons just in slightly different ways. This
allows the proteins to dynamically adapt to changing energy requirements without losing
overall protein-complex function (Fig. 19).
The entire head of the ISP (not just the docking region) has experienced adaptive
change at 18 sites, and nearly 95% of them are on the surface facing out toward the
intermembrane space (Fig. 17). There are two clear examples of coevolution and one of
coadaptation on the ISP head region. The first is an example of coevolution on the
phylogenetic branch separating Danio rerio from the ingroup. The change is between the
closely associated D131E and E107D which decrease and increase turn tendency,
respectively. On this same node coadaptation occurs between E128K, which increases
isoelectric point and S170R which also increases isoelectric point (in addition to
increasing helical contact area and partial specific volume and decreasing short and
medium range non-bonded energy). The other coevolutionary changes, I192M and
V194I, occur on the branch separating Homo sapiens, Pan troglodytes, Canis familiaris
and Bos taurus from the rest of the phylogeny and result in an increase and decrease of
EC, respectively (Fig. 17). The suite of properties affected in this region is drastically
different than that of the membrane-spanning portion of the bc1 complex. Most of these
changes involve either a D, E, A, or K. Amino acids D, E and K all have relatively large
and reactive R-groups which are often involved in the function of active sites, hydrogen
bonding and protein-protein interactions. These properties include two conformational
properties (alpha helical tendency and turn tendency), two that measure proton release
(isoelectric point and EC), and three that measure types of energetic interactions (short
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Figure 18: (a) The pore region of the protein complex, in the intermembrane space, is formed by the two
monomers of cyt c1. Selection on ISP is shown in red and selection on subunit 8 is shown in indigo.
Selection on cyt c1 is shown in bright green and bright blue. A-F indicate areas (clusters) of selection on
both dimers. A: N77D & D75N ± power to be at the C-terminal, while A96P region B shows a decrease in
power to be at the N-terminal (red star). C and D: T82I & I68V ± equilibrium constant which shows
coevolution (blue star). E: G66A & A63G ± compressibility which shows coevolution (yellow star). F:
A39S decreases alpha-helical tendency while increasing coil and turn tendencies and E44D increases turn
tendency, shows coadaptation (red star). At the interface between cyt b and cyt c1, just below the pore
region there is an example of coevolution T67A and A173P ± alpha helical tendency (green star). The
circle indicates the docking region of cyt c. Most changes here do not indicate coevolution or coadaptation,
rather suggest a conservation of this site, and occur on numerous branches throughout the tree. The arrow
indicates site S72A, alpha helical tendency, in neck region of ISP. (b) View of the bc1 complex indicating
the region in part (a). (c) Phylogenetic tree showing the locations of the changes discussed above.
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and medium non-bonded energy, total non-bonded energy, and power to be at the Cterminus). This suite of properties could influence conformational changes that affect ion
exchange between secondary structures of the moveable ISP.

Cyt c binding site and Cyt c1 pore
Once an electron is transferred from His 161 and Fe2S2 of ISP to cyt c1, it must
then be transferred to the mobile carrier cyt c to complete the high-energy chain of the Q
cycle (Figs. 13 and 14). Cyt c binds near the heme of cyt c1 on the intermembrane side of
the complex. The binding location is shown in figure 13 using a crystal structure of yeast
(Lange and Hunte 2002) that has the mobile cyt c bound to cyt c1. Although yeast and
bovine amino acid sequences are not identical, the overall function and structure of the
protein complex is similar. Using the yeast structure as a model, the binding site on
bovine cyt c1 was inferred (shown in three dimensions on Fig. 18 and labeled on the
linear protein in Fig. 7).
Between the binding sites of cyt c on each dimer is the pore region of the complex
formed by beta strands of cyt c1 (Fig. 18). This region has been postulated to be the
location where the first proton is released during the exchange of the electron between
ISP and cyt c1 (Baer and McClellan 2006). Most of the adaptation seen here seems to be
the result of coevolution, or the biochemical maintenance of the region. In each of the
small clusters the same properties are being conserved by reciprocal changes in adjoining
sites. Much of the adaptation here is occurring on the phylogenetic branch between
mammals and other vertebrates (Fig. 3). For example, the cluster on the loop region
between the beta sheets 1 and 2 exhibit the reciprocal changes D75N and N77D, one
decreasing and the other increasing power to be at the C-terminal (A in Fig. 18). And
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example of coadaptation is seen in A39S of cyt c1 (F in Fig. 18) decreases alpha-helical
tendency while increasing coil and turn tendencies while E44D of cyt c1, also increase
turn tendency. These coordinated directional shifts in the structure of sites at the interface
of cyt c1 and cyt b is a clear case of protein-protein coadaptation.
Within the mammal clade, on the branch leading to primates (Homo sapiens and
Pan troglodytes), there are two examples of coevolution where reciprocal changes
preserve the biochemical microenvironment of the pore region shown in figure 18. The
cyt c1 changes, G66A and A63G, increase and decrease compressibility, respectively (E
in Fig. 18). Also on this branch, changes in cyt b located near the protein interface of the
pore region of cyt c1 (T67A and A173P) increase and decrease alpha-helical tendency,
respectively. These are changes of both a conformational (alpha-helical tendency) and a
structural (compressibility) property, which makes sense because the change in
conformation would necessitate the change in structure of a particular region in the
complex.
Another example of coevolution is on the phylogenetic branch separating Danio
rerio from the ingroup. There are reciprocal changes, I68V which increases equilibrium
constant (EC) (D in Fig. 18), and T82I which decreases EC, as well as increases
surrounding hydrophobicity, SARR, and thermodynamic transfer hydrophobicity (C in
Fig. 18). These two regions are adjacent in three-dimensions and both face the pore
opening.
The only other branch on the phylogeny with more than one change is the
terminal branch leading to Xenopus laevis, where there are 5 changes. The reciprocal
changes, V70I and I82L, decrease and increase EC respectively (C in Fig. 18). The other
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Figure 19: The box indicates those sites that are under selection on and around helix H of cyt b.
Selection on cyt b is shown in red, as well as selection on ISP. Subunit 7 selection is shown in
bright blue. This region is undergoing heavy selection with many examples of coadaptation
occurring here. The changes L361I, V364I, L372I, A376I (cyt b) all decrease equilibrium
constant (red star). The changes I356V& I371L (cyt b) increase equilibrium constant while I361T
(cyt b) decreases SARR (yellow star). The changes I353L (cyt b) & I58V (sub 7) increase
equilibrium constant while I368T& I334T (cyt b) decrease SARR (blue star). The terminal
branches to Xenopus laevis and Gallus gallus show more examples of coevolution and
coadaptation. Xenopus shows six sites that increase and three that decrease equilibrium constant,
while two sites decrease and one site increases SARR in this ‘stripe’ region (orange star). Gallus
shows three sites that increase equilibrium constant, while two sites decrease and one site
increases SARR (green star). (b) Shows the region of the protein viewed in (a). (c) Shows
phylogenetic tree with locations of changes discussed above.
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changes on this branch radically shift different properties: G59A increases
compressibility (E in Fig. 18), S38A increases alpha-helical tendency and decreases coil
and turn tendencies (F in Fig. 18), and P98E increases power to be at the N-terminal and
polar requirement (B in Fig. 18). Many of these changes in the pore region occurred on
the backbone branches of the phylogeny. This placement is of interest because it may
mean that radical changes in this area of the protein are likely to result in significant
shifts in overall metabolism strategy, which would be expected in the change from
aquatic to terrestrial, and then again from cold-blooded to warm-blooded.

Qi Site and proton recruitment
The Qi site is imbedded in cyt b close to the matrix side of the membrane (Fig.
12). The site is associated with the heme bH, and electron transport to Q is direct—not
facilitated directly by other amino acids like at the Qo site. The oxidized ubiquinone (Q)
binds in this pocket and after two turns of the Q cycle (2 QH2 are oxidized to Q at the Qo
site) ubiquinone in the Qi site is reduced to ubiquinol (QH2) and can be used in the cycle
again. This takes two protons and two electrons, or simply two hydrogens to change the
ketones of Q to the alcohols of QH2. The electrons used come from the low-energy chain
of the Q cycle, but the protons once associated with these electrons are shuttled across the
membrane to the intermembrane space to create the gradient needed for ATP synthesis.
Therefore protons must be recruited from the matrix to reduce Q. The first 20 amino
acids of cyt b have been shown to function in this proton recruitment (Degli Esposti et al.
1993). This region contains two small alpha helices located near the matrix side of the
complex (and can be seen in Fig. 12 directly below where Q is bound). Also, the specific
cyt b sites His-201 and Lys-227, both part of the Qi site, have been shown to undergo
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conformational changes coupled to ubiquinone reduction, and it has been suggested that
they are involved in recruiting protons from the matrix side (Gurung et al. 2005).
Additionally between the dimer subunits of cyt b there is a hole filled with ordered water
molecules, this may contribute to the protons used at the Qi site (Gurung et al. 2005).
Other subunits in this region may also be involved in this recruitment of protons,
especially core 1 and subunit 6, subunit 7, and the helices of subunit 10, ISP and cyt c1.
Many of the sites in the region involved in proton recruitment are changing on the
terminal branches of the phylogeny only, so for clarity, mainly those changes on the
internal branches will be discussed. On the phylogenetic branch separating Danio rerio
from the ingroup there are five changes: V13I (sub. 6) decreases equilibrium constant
(EC) while I216L and I222M (cyt c1) increase EC. The other two changes are A17S from
cyt b that decreases alpha-helical tendency and G47T from ISP that increases bulkiness.
The changes in EC may be coevolutionary in maintaining the biochemical property of the
region. There are also three changes on the branch separating Xenopus and Danio from
the ingroup: Y221A of cyt c1 increases compressibility, while L229I and N226I of cyt b
decrease EC and coil tendency respectively. Although these changes are not reciprocal or
coordinated, they do suggest that radical changes to this region of the complex may be
evolutionarily important. Interestingly 9 of the changes in core 1 were on the terminal
branch leading to Pan troglodytes, and 3 were on the terminal branch leading to Gallus
gallus.
There are many sites experiencing selection in and around the Qi site that may or
may not be involved in water recruitment, but are certainly influencing the function of the
active site due to proximity. One such cluster of sites experiencing selection involves
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Figure 20: The selection on cyt b is shown in indigo, while the selection on ISP and cyt c1 is shown in red.
Selection on subunit 10 is shown in dark blue, while selection on subunit 7 is shown in purple. This view is
of selection on helix E of cyt b, which is located adjacent to the Qi site (shown with heme) and directly
behind the transmembrane helices of cyt c1, ISP and subunit 10. (a) Shows the front face of helix E, while
(b) shows the back face of helix E. Selection on the front shows one example of coadaptation, I82L (cyt b)
& I122M (cyt c1) both increase equilibrium constant (red star). Also on the front side of this helix, changes
from different amino acids of cyt b all to isoleucine cause shifts in different properties: 226I decrease in
coil tendency, L229I decrease in equilibrium constant, T240I increase in buriedness, SARR and
thermodynamic transfer hydrophobicity (yellow star). While the back side of this helix shows reversals of
these changes from isoleucine to leucine: I235L and I234L increase in equilibrium constant (cyt b) (orange
star), and I216L increase in equilibrium constant (cyt c1) (blue star). (c) Indicates the location of helix E via
the arrows. (d) Phylogenetic tree showing locations of changes discussed above.
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changes behind the Qi site, surrounding the heme. This site is near the matrix side, just
below the QH2 binding site (Fig. 16). Sites 107-110 of cyt b come in direct contact with
subunit 6 and show an interesting pattern of coadaptation. On the phylogenetic branch
separating Gallus gallus from mammals, there are three changes in cyt b: L108I, which
decreases EC; K110I, which also decreases EC while increasing long range non-bonded
energy, surrounding hydrophobicity, and total non-bonded energy; and Y109F, which
decreases mean r.m.s. fluctuation displacement. There is also one change in subunit 6:
D40N, which decreases power to be at the C-terminal. The coordinated shift in EC is an
example of coadaptation. In this same region, but chronologically later in the phylogeny,
on the branch leading to primates, there are several reversals: I108L, which increases EC;
I110L, which also increases EC; F109Y, which increases mean r.m.s. fluctuation
displacement; and N40D of subunit 6, which increases power to be at the C-terminal.
These changes are an example of coadaptation because this major overall shift occurred
in a punctuated manner on the branch between birds and mammals, and then reciprocal
changes reversing the first changes occurred in an evolutionary burst on the primate
lineage.
Another region on the Qi site that shows clusters of coadaptation is where helix E
of cyt b comes in contact with the helices of ISP and cyt c1 (denoted the “front side” in
Fig. 20). On the branch that separates the outgroup Danio rerio (zebrafish) from the ingroup (amphibians, birds, and mammals) there are four sites showing radical shifts and
two of them result in coadaptation. I82L on cyt b and I222M on cyt c1 both increases EC
while T43A on cyt b increases alpha-helical tendency and G47T on ISP increases
bulkiness. On the next node that excludes Xenopus laevis (frog) from the in-group there
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are four more adaptive changes, three of which change an amino acid to an isoleucine. In
cyt b, N226I decreases coil tendency, L229I decreases EC, T240I increases buriedness,
SARR, and thermodynamic transfer hydrophobicity, and on cyt c1 Y221A increases
compressibility. On the other side of cyt b helix E there is adaptive selection on the
residues on the opposing surface of cyt b, just beyond the helices of subunit 10, ISP and
cyt c1 (Fig. 20). There are some changes in these amino acids that reverse these
isoleucine changes, but not until much later in the phylogeny—on the branch separating
cow, dog, human and chimp. In cyt b, I235L and I234L both increase EC. I216L on an
adjoining region of cyt c1 also increased EC just one branch earlier and included all
mammals. Perhaps one side is decreasing EC by increasing isoleucine, and the other side
is increasing EC by decreasing isoleucines.

Conclusions
Although there are many regions of the cytochrome bc1 complex experiencing
physicochemical shifts, there does seem to be a pattern to not only where on the protein
these shifts are taking place, but what properties are being shifted. As predicted, those
functional amino acid residues in the active sites are not undergoing positive destabilizing
selection, but are highly conserved or undergoing negative selection. Those regions
surrounding these residues in and around active sites are rapidly adapting. There are
examples of both coevolution—changes in different amino acids of the same region to
maintain the physicochemical environment with compensatory reciprocal shifts, and
coadaptation—changes in a specific region to enact a coordinated increase or decrease in
a particular physicochemical property. These changes are herein demonstrated to be
immediately adjacent to both the Qo and Qi sites (Figs. 16 and 20), the ISP head region
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(Fig. 17), and the pore region of cyt c1 (Fig. 18). Although these adjacent regions are not
directly influencing the binding of substrates necessary for electron transfer, they do
influence the microenvironment of those active sites, and therefore the efficiency of the
complex as a whole. The long ‘stripe’ of selected residues starting at the ISP dock and
continuing through the inner mitochondrial membrane, may ultimately be shown to have
some function in either the assembly of the structure or the interaction of helix H with the
lipid membrane (Fig. 19).
Because this study is focused mainly on cyt b, cyt c1, and ISP, those changes that
were found in the membrane-spanning helices, and the intermembrane space were
discussed in more detail than others. Most of the sites in these helices under selection
were for the property equilibrium constant (EC). This supports the findings by McClellan
et al. (2005) in their 2004 paper on cetacean cytochrome b adaptation. They found an
abundance of changes in EC in the transmembrane helices of cyt b. These changes in EC
are caused by substitutions between isoleucine, leucine and valine—all hydrophobic
amino acids. An increase in this property means that the residue is more likely to ionize –
COOH (Gromiha and Ponnuswamy 1993). Because they have largely the same properties
(hydrocarbon chains) they can be interchanged keeping the alpha helices in tact and in the
correct orientation in the membrane. This switching of Ile, Leu, and Val is only abundant
in the helices imbedded in the membrane, and not the extra-membranous helices (like
those of the core proteins and the heads of cyt c1 and ISP). Additionally, when Ile, Leu,
or Val changes to a threonine (Thr), EC is not changed, but the property solvent
accessible reduction ratio (SARR) is. The property SARR is a ratio of surface area of one
residue to the solvent (water) over the surface area of that residue in an extended
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tripeptide (Ala-X-Ala) (Gromiha et al. 1999). A decrease in this property would therefore
make the specific residue more accessible to water and an increase would make it less
accessible to water. These definitions of the properties explain that when there was an
increase in EC, there would also be a decrease in SARR—since the relationship between
accessibility to water and proton release are closely related.
The majority of sites found to be experiencing physicochemical shifts were on the
outer surface of the complex, not buried within. This may be because the external-facing
residues are more subject to selection by interactions with molecules in the membrane,
matrix and intermembrane space. The amino acid substitutions discussed in this paper
were only those that were statistically found to be experiencing radical or positivedestabilizing selection. There were many other nonsynonymous substitutions that did not
radically change any physicochemical property. Figure 21 shows those nonsynonymous
changes that were not found to cause radical shifts in a property along with those
nonsynonymous changes that did cause radical shifts in a particular property. From this
view of the intermembrane side of the bc1 complex it is evident that most of the
nonsynonymous substitutions occurred in sites on the perimeter of subunit 8 and
cytochrome c1. While those sites that were radical are shown surrounding the pore of c1
and the head regions of the ISP. The binding site of cyt c is largely conserved with only
minimal substituted sites. This is an interesting method of identifying where on the
protein only radical, verses conservative changes are taking place. The pore of c1 and the
head of ISP are radically adapting in comparison to those other regions on the
intermembrane side of the bc1 complex.
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Figure 21: View from the intermembrane space looking down on the membrane. Cyt c1,
ISP, and subunit 8 are most readily visible. All subunits are colored gray to show the nonsynonymous substitutions more clearly. Radical substitutions (positive-destabilizing
selection) are shown in bright green, while conservative non-synonymous substitutions
are shown in blue. You can see that the pore of c1 and the head of ISP show mostly green
(radical substitutions), while the peripheral edge of cyt c1 and subunit 8 show mostly
blue, or conservative substitutions. The cyt c docking region surrounding the heme
(orange) is primarily gray, showing that this region is highly conserved relative to the rest
of the protein in the intermembrane space.
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This novel approach to characterizing molecular coadaptation and coevolution has
demonstrated its usefulness in studying these complex protein complexes. Those regions
of the protein that have been historically affected by selection can be studied not only by
whether a change was synonymous or non-synonymous, but by the actual biochemical
shift that was a result of a specific change. This cause and effect of amino acid
substitution resulting in a biochemical shift has not been looked at in great detail until
this study. Not only does the location of the changes on the folded protein and the
phylogeny tell a story of a protein’s evolution, but the different types of physicochemical
properties influenced also shed light on the specific function and domain of the protein
complex.
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Appendix 1: Sequence accession numbers and references for all sequences used in
this study.

Common
Name

Genus species

Gene

GenBank #

Reference

Frog

Xenopus laevis

cytochrome b

M10217

Wong et al. 1983

cytochrome c1

BC045127

Klein et al. 2002

Bovine

Chicken

Chimp

Dog

Bos taurus

Gallus gallus

Pan
troglodytes

Canis
familiaris

core protein I

BC098177

Klein et al. 2002

core protein II

BC106252

Klein et al. 2002

ISP, subunit 9

BC041528

Klein et al. 2002

subunit 6

BC078487

Klein et al. 2002

subunit 7

BC110732

Klein et al. 2002

cytochrome b

V00654

Anderson et al. 1982

cytochrome c1

BC109917

Moore et al. 2005

core protein I

NM_174629

Gencic et al. 1991

core protein II

BC102337

Moore et al. 2005

ISP, subunit 9

NM_174813

Usui et al. 1990

subunit 6

BC103057

Moore et al. 2005

subunit 7

BC103110

Moore et al. 2005

subunit 8

BC102729

Moore et al. 2005

subunit 10

BC102720

Moore et al. 2005

cytochrome b

X52392

Desjardins and Morais, 1990

core protein I

XM_414356

Intl. Chicken Genome Seq. Consortium 2004

core protein II

BX950415

Hubbard et al. 2005

ISP, subunit 9

AJ719669

Caldwell et al. 2005

subunit 6

BX934091

Hubbard et al. 2005

subunit 7

CR405815

Hubbard et al. 2005

subunit 8

CR385442

Hubbard et al. 2005

subunit 10

BX935769

Hubbard et al. 2005

cytochrome b

D38113

Hixson & Brown, 1986

cytochrome c1

XM_528263

Chimp Seq. Consortium, 2005

core protein I

XM_516440

Chimp Seq. Consortium, 2005

core protein II

XM_523485

Chimp Seq. Consortium, 2005

ISP, subunit 9

AY387497S2

Doan et al. 2005

subunit 7

XM_527009

Chimp Seq. Consortium, 2005

subunit 8

XM_525881

Chimp Seq. Consortium, 2005

subunit 10

XM_525558

Chimp Seq. Consortium, 2005

cytochrome b

DQ480496

Bjornerfeldt et al. 2006

cytochrome c1

XM_532351

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

core protein I

XM_846116

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

core protein II

XM_536942

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005
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Mouse

Human

Rat

Zebrafish

Mus musculus

Homo sapiens

Rattus
norvegensis

Danio rerio

ISP, subunit 9

XM_533711

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

subunit 6

XM_535132

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

subunit 7

XM_847071

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

subunit 8

XM_845161

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

subunit 10

XM_847309

Lindblad-Toh, K. et al. 2005

cytochrome b

AY057804

Lundrigan et al. 2002

cytochrome c1

NM_025567

Da Cruz et al. 2003

core protein I

NM_025407

Brady et al. 1997

core protein II

BC003423

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

ISP, subunit 9

NM_025710

Da Cruz et al. 2003

subunit 6

NM_026219

Sadakata & Furuichi, 2006

subunit 7

NM_025352

Sadakata & Furuichi, 2006

subunit 8

BC011388

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 10

BC024518

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

cytochrome b

DQ301818

Behar et al. 2006

cytochrome c1

BC001006

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

core protein I

BC009586

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

core protein II

BC003136

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

ISP, subunit 9

BC021057

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 6

BC005230

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 7

BC090048

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 8

BC001426

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 10

BC015971

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

cytochrome b

X14848

Grosskopf and Feldmann, 1981

cytochrome c1

XM_001072221

Venter et al. 2001

core protein I

BC078923

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

core protein II

BC083610

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

ISP, subunit 9

NM_001008888

subunit 6

XM_343225

subunit 7

AY323237

Nishikimi et al. 1989
Rat Genome Sequencing Project Consortium
2004
Rat Genome Sequencing Project Consortium
2004

subunit 8

BC086954

subunit 10

XM_001067698

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002
Rat Genome Sequencing Project Consortium
2004

cytochrome b

AC024175

Broughton et al. 2001

cytochrome c1

BC080245

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

core protein II

BC097011

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

ISP, subunit 9

BC059475

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 6

BC095035

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 7

BC076310

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002

subunit 8

NM_001037108

Mammalian gene collection program team 2002
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Appendix 2: List of physicochemical properties that come with TreeSAAP with descriptions and citations.
Property

Category

alpha-helical tendency

conformational

bulkiness

structural

buriedness

structural

coil tendency

conformational

compressibility

structural

equilibrium constant
(ionization of COOH)

functional

isoelectric point

energetic

long-range non-bonded energy

energetic

mean r.m.s. fluctuation
displacement

structural

polar requirement

hydrophobicity

power to be at the C-terminal

energetic

power to be at the N-terminal

energetic

short-range & medium-range
nonbonded energy

energetic

solvent accessible reduction
ratio

functional

surrounding hydrophobicity

hydrophobicity

total nonbonded energy

energetic

turn tendency

conformational

Approximate Description
the tendency of a residue to be part of an alpha
helical region of a protein
a measure of the amount of three-dimensional
space a residue resides within
the tendency of a residue to reside within the
interior of a protein
the tendency of a residue to be part of a coiled
region of a protein
the contribution of a residue to the local density
of protein secondary structures
the ability of the carboxyl group to give up an
additional proton
a measure of the pH of the residue at the point
that the residues do not move in an electric field
the tendency of a residue to be part of
interactions involving van der Waals forces
the ability of a residue to change position in
three-dimensional space
a measure derived from the paper
chromatographic mobility of a residue in a
pyridine-water mixture
the energy potential of the C-terminus of an
alpha helix to interact with other residues
the energy potential of the N-terminus of an
alpha helix to interact with other residues
the tendency of a residue to be part of
interactions involving repulsion and
electrostatic forces
the reduction ratio of cross peak intensity when
residues are/are not irradiated with aliphatic
protons
a measure of the reactivity of the reside to the
surrounding solvent
the tendency of a residue to be part of any nonbonded interaction
the tendency of a residue to be part of a protein
turn
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Introduction

The cytochrome bc1 complex (also known as complex III or ubiquinol: cytochrome c
oxidoreductase) is made up of 11 different protein subunits. These include the
Copyright © 200x Inderscience Enterprises Ltd.
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well-studied cytochrome b (cyt-b), cytochrome c1 (cyt-c1), the Rieske ISP and eight
others. These proteins span the inner mitochondrial membrane and have functional
domains that work in the matrix, membrane and intermembrane space of the
mitochondria.
This study represents a newly developed method for characterising protein-protein
interactions. As an example of the method, we evaluate historical evolutionary
biochemical interactions between cyt-c1 and ISP within the bc1 complex (Figure 1).
Figure 1

Location of cytochrome c1 (black, left) and Rieske ISP (black, right) dimers
in cytochrome bc1 complex (grey)

The exploration of new methods by which historical and potentially important protein
interactions can be described is vital to the study of genetic disease, infection and cancer.
With this study we are proposing a new method for accomplishing this goal.

2

Methods

Sampling
All vertebrate cyt-c1 and ISP gene sequences were obtained from GenBank for the Homo
sapiens (human), Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee), Bos taurus (cow), Canis familiaris
(dog), Rattus norvegensis (Norway rat), Mus musculus (house mouse), Gallus gallus
(chicken), Xenopus laevis (African clawed frog) and Danio rerio (zebrafish). Five
protein-coding gene sequences were used to estimate the cytochrome bc1 phylogeny
for a total of 5801 bp: cyt-c1 – 981 bp; ISP – 825 bp; cyt-b – 1148 bp; core 1 – 1446 bp;
core 2 – 1401 bp (Wong et al., 1983; Klein et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 1982; Moore
et al., Gencic et al., 1991; Usui et al., 1990; Desjardins and Morais, 1990; International
Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004; Hubbard et al., 2005; Caldwell et al.,
2005; Hixson and Brown, 1986; Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium,
2005; Doan et al., 2003; Bjornerfeldt et al., 2006; Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005; Lundrigan
et al., 2002; Da Cruz et al., 2003; Brady et al., 1997; Mammalian gene collection
program team, 2002; Behar et al., 2006; Grosskopf and Feldmann, 1981; Venter et al.,
2001; Nishikimi et al., 1989, Broughton et al., 2001). See Appendix A.
Phylogeny reconstruction
Protein-coding DNA sequences were translated into amino acid data in MEGA3
(Kumar et al., 1994) and aligned using ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). The resulting
protein alignments were then used as templates for aligning the protein-coding DNA
data. After alignment, the sequences were concatenated using MacClade (Maddison and
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Maddison, 2000). PAUP* (Swofford, 2003) was used to estimate a phylogeny for the
cytochrome bc1 complex using a parsimony optimality criterion. A heuristic search
algorithm was employed, with 1,000 random addition replicates and TBR branch
swapping. A strict consensus of all most parsimonious trees was constructed for use in
subsequent analyses.
Biochemical adaptation analysis
The software package TreeSAAP (Woolley et al., 2003) evaluates protein-coding
nucleotide sequences using a given phylogenetic topology to test for positive selection on
quantitative physicochemical amino acid properties. This program identifies the
properties historically affected by selection and locates the exact amino acid sites that
experienced significant biochemical or conformational shifts. The baseml algorithm
(Yang, 1997) is used to reconstruct ancestral character states at the nodes on a given
phylogeny and then the program evaluates the average influence of selection on amino
acid properties for a variable number of magnitude categories. For this study eight
categories of selection were used and only categories 6–8 were considered
because they are unambiguously associated with molecular adaptation (McClellan and
McCracken, 2001; McClellan et al., 2005). Cyt-c1 and ISP were analysed in TreeSAAP
independently. The results were further analysed using a sliding window to statistically
analyse the data for significant clustering of radical physicochemical shifts resulting from
naturally occurring amino acid replacements. A Bonferroni correction for multiple
sampling was employed. All results are relative to human sequences. Software without
citations can be found at: http://inbio.byu.edu/faculty/dam83/cdm/.
Visualisation
Regions under heavy selection were correlated to pre-existing three-dimensional
structures of the bc1 complex (PDB A206) using the program Pymol (DeLano, 2002).
In addition, Pymol was used to annotate the specific amino acids that were found to have
undergone radical biochemical shifts. This technique allows us to visualise the influences
of selection by differentiating those regions historically influenced by selection on
specific amino acid properties on functional protein domains (Figure 2).
Figure 2

Functional domains of cyt-c1 (grey) and ISP (white) in the broader context
of the 3-dimensional structure of the cytochrome bc1 protein complex
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Results

The most parsimonious tree resulted in the phylogeny illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3

Parsimony tree for the cytochrome bc1 gene sequences used in this study

We recovered 187 historical amino acid replacements from the cyt-c1 data and 279 amino
acid replacements from the ISP data. TreeSAAP analysis of these changes resulted in the
detection of the influence of selection on several physicochemical amino acid properties,
which clustered in three regions of both proteins, with amino acid replacements in these
regions being affected by multiple amino acid properties.
Detected regions correspond to residues on the outer surface of each protein,
including surfaces on these proteins that are in direct contact. Table 1 shows the amino
acid properties under positive-destabilising selection and domain locations of each
specific property. For example, α-helical tendency was influenced by selection at four
sites in cyt-c1 and three sites in ISP. Decreases in α-helical tendency broadens the outer
surface area of a helix and allows a more flexible surface area contact with neighbouring
protein constituents, while increases have the opposite effect (Chou and Fasman, 1987).
Both cyt-c1 and ISP exhibit significant positive-destabilising selection for moderately
radical changes (category 6) in this property (Figure 4). In ISP, there are radical shifts in
α-helical tendency at the apical interaction between cyt-c1 and ISP as a result of
mutations that changed both a threonine and a serine to alanine (Figure 5). Cyt-c1 shows
moderately radical shifts in α-helical tendency resulting from mutations that changed an
alanine to glycine, a threonine to serine and a serine to alanine. These replacements
resulted in reciprocal α-helical structural changes (increases in the property in ISP and
corresponding decreases in cyt-c1) in the region surrounding the apical aperture of the
complex, likely resulting in a coevolutionary modification of overall pore conformation.
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Amino acid properties and sites identified as being under positive-destabilising
selection in cyt-c1 and ISP protesins

Property

cyt-c1

Domain

ISP

α-helical
tendency

24

helix

72

apical

38

pore

79

39

pore

88

190

interior

–

–

71

pore

173

bulkiness

–

–

buriedness

–

chromatograph
index

38

average #
surround res

coil tendency

composition
compressibility

equilibrium
constant

Domain Property

cyt-c1

Domain

ISP

Domain

–

–

116

head

apical

–

–

128

head

apical

–

–

170

head

lng-range nb
energy

–

–

124

head

head

mean rms fluc
displ

88

pore

47

helix

partial specific
vol

–

–

170

head

–

124

head

polar
requirement

98

pore

12

helix

–

–

173

head

–

–

27

helix

–

–

173

head

–

–

31

helix

pore

24

helix

75

apical

107

head
head

isoelectric
point

pwr to be
C-terminal

–

–

39

pore

–

–

77

apical

113

194

interior

–

–

166

exterior

131

head

187

interior

–

–

96

pore

16

helix
–

pwr to be
N-terminal

59

pore

16

helix

98

pore

–

63

pore

24

helix

187

interior

–

–

66

pore

103

head

refractive
index

187

interior

–

–

221

helix

–

–

sh & med
range nb
energy

–

–

104

head

68

pore

5

helix

–

–

170

head

70

pore

7

helix

solvent
accessible red

71

pore

124

head

82

pore

–

surrounding
hydrophobicity

71

pore

124

head

82

pore

173

head

therm transfer
hydroph

82

pore

–

82

pore

124

head

127

pore

192

apical

211

helix

194

apical

214

helix

–

–

216

helix

–

–

219

helix

–

–

222

helix

–

–

235

helix

–

–

–

–

–

88

pore

total nb energy

–

–

124

head

–

–

–

173

head

turn tendency

38

pore

107

head

125

head

helical contact
area

–

–

170

head

39

pore

hydropathy

–

–

104

head

44

pore

131

head

–

–

150

head

–

–

152

head
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Moderately radical changes (category 6) in α-helical tendency in ISP and
cyt-c1 proteins are affected by positive-destabilising selection

p < 0.001.
z-score critical value = 3.09.
Figure 5

Three-dimensional representation of specific amino acids undergoing destabilising
structural shifts in α-helical tendency. ISP is white, cyt-c1 is shaded light grey and
adaptive sites are black. All other subunits of the bc1 complex are shaded dark grey.
Arrows indicate positively selected amino acid sites buried in the tertiary structures
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Another amino acid property that appears to be important to the adaptation of ISP and
cyt-c1 is equilibrium constant. Equilibruim constant, with reference to the ionisation
property of the COOH group (pK’) is a biochemical amino acid property that is a
measure of the net change in the overall charge resulting from the ionisation of carboxyl
groups (Gromiha and Ponnuswamy, 1993). When an acidic amino acid is exchanged for a
pH neutral or basic amino acid (or vice versa), a radical shift in pK’ will be produced.
Radical shifts will result from certain exchanges between some similarly hydrophobic
amino acids, such as between isoleucine and valine, leucine or methionine.
Analysis of pK’ indicates that it has made an important contribution to the adaptation
of ISP and cyt-c1 (Figure 6). Ten sites in the cyt-c1 pore and helix regions and five sites
in the ISP head, helix and apical aperture regions have experienced radical shifts in pK’
more often than expected by chance (Figure 7).
Figure 6

Extremely radical changes (category 8) in pK’ in ISP (p < 0.01) and cyt-c1 (p << 0.001)
are affected by positive-destabilising selection. Positive-stabilising selection also is at
work in ISP (category 1), promoting only the most conservative changes (p < 0.05)
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Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in pK’. Three-dimensional
representations of ISP and cyt-c1 are shaded as in Figure 5. Arrows indicate
the locations of amino acid sites discussed in the text

The changes that took place in the helical regions of the two proteins are largely
reciprocal in nature resulting in a relatively constant micro-environment. There were also
several biochemical shifts in both proteins that surrounded the central pore of the
complex that contributed to the adaptation of the apical aperture. Finally, there was one
radical pK’ shift that was adaptive on the outer surface of the ISP head that likely is
involved in the interaction of the bc1 complex and the electron transporter ubiquinone.
Compressibility is a structural property that correlates with the local density of
protein secondary structures (Gromiha and Ponnuswamy, 1993). Whereas ISP has
experienced positive-destabilising selection for this property, cyt-c1 has not, but appears
to have been influenced by stabilising selection.
Compressibility was influenced by selection at three sites in ISP helix and head
regions (only helix region is illustrated in Figure 8). The change occurring in the helix is
situated at the protein-protein interface with core-1 protein. Future study that includes the
core-1 protein will determine if this change resulted in coevolution.
Figure 8

Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in compressibility.
Three-dimensional representations of ISP and cyt-c1 are shaded as in Figure 5.
Arrows indicate the locations of amino acid sites discussed in the text
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Destabilising amino acid replacements for the compressibility did not occur more often
that expected by chance in cyt-c1, but four such replacements did occur in the pore and
helix regions of the protein. The mutation occurring near the pore is noteworthy because
the site at which it is situated is immediately distal (in the context of the tertiary structure)
to the radical shifts in α-helical tendency described above (Figure 8) and may have
contributed to the overall conformational changes in the apical aperture.
Power to be at the C-terminal is an amino acid property characterised by an increase
in the energy potential of an amino acid to interact with surrounding residues or subunits
(Gromiha and Ponnuswamy, 1993). Analysis of biochemical shifts in this property
indicates only local regions being affected by selection, but no significant influence
overall. Local regions being influenced by selection include three residues in the ISP
head and two residues in the cyt-c1 near the apical aperture (Figure 9). Finally, analyses
of the properties coil tendency and turn tendency also indicated a significant influence of
selection for radical structural shifts. Coil tendency refers to the ability of an amino acid
to contribute to or initiate a coil in the protein, which are generally composed of more
bulky amino acids (Charton and Charton, 1983). Turn tendency refers to the ability of a
specific amino acid to contribute to or initiate a turn, a tight association usually involving
the bent amino acid praline, in the protein backbone (Gromiha and Ponnuswamy, 1993).
The analysis of coil tendency implicated three adaptive sites in cyt-c1 and a single site in
ISP for coil tendency (Table 1), while the analysis of turn tendency implicated three sites
in cyt-c1 and five sites in ISP (Table 1).
Figure 9

Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in power to be at the C-terminal.
Three-dimensional representations of ISP and cyt-c1 are shaded as in Figure 5.
Arrows indicate the locations of amino acid sites discussed in the text

Structural analysis indicates that the regions implicated in the physicochemical evolution
sliding window analysis also are correlated to the larger three-dimensional structures of
the cytochrome bc1 complex. An example shows that two separate regions of selection
when viewed in two dimensions actually form a continuous surface when viewed in three
dimensions (Figure 10). The regions circled in black in Figure 11 indicate that the
influences of selection for structural and biochemical shifts have affected residues that
completely surround the apical aperture of the complex as seen in Figure 10 and include
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sites on both ISP and cyt-c1. When viewed in the context of the individual residues
discussed above, these properties form clusters of sites on the apical intermembrane
surface of the complex, primarily on the head of ISP and around the pore of cyt-c1 and
along the length of the transmembrane helix of each protein (Figure 2).
Figure 10 TreeSAAP sliding window output from areas in Figure 11 circled in black and here
shaded black that complexly surround the apical aperture of the complex when view
in three dimensions

Figure 11 Three main regions implicated in the TreeSAAP sliding window analysis. The regions
circled in black form a continuous surface surrounding the apical aperture of the
cytochrome bc1 protein complex. The region circled in grey is part of the leader
sequence of this protein and is cleaved to become subunit 9 in the same complex
(Doan et al., 2005). It was not considered in this study
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Discussion

Cross-referenced analytical results indicate that several regions under heavy selection,
when considered in the context of the 3-dimensional protein structure, are interacting
and coevolving on the cyt-c1 and ISP proteins. Analysis of the property α-helical
tendency (Figure 5) implicates several amino acid residues in the protein coadaptation of
the apical interaction between cyt-c1 and ISP. Furthermore, the compressibility shows
evidence of coadaptation along the helix interface of the proteins. These examples of
structural coevolution demonstrate how these proteins work together over an evolutionary
time scale and how each protein evolves in response to changes in the other at the
protein-protein interface in order to maintain overall function. Furthermore, equilibrium
constant has affected both of these regions, while power to be at the C-terminal has
affected primarily the apical region. Both of these properties are biochemical in nature
and likely adjust the ability of these proteins to maintain the function of the proton pump
and to interact with each other and those other proteins in the complex that surround
them.
The cyt-c1 pore in the intermembrane space, through which protons are pumped into
the intermembrane space of the mitochondria, also is under heavy positive selection
(Figure 11). The MAdS Visualiser shows regions of cyt-c1 that are under heavy selection.
Those two regions shown in the ‘onion’ graph correspond to the pore region of cyt-c1.
This is where protons are actively pumped out of the complex, from the matrix to the
intermembrane space. This creates a proton gradient and ultimately fuels ATPase in
making ATP. Selection in this region of the bc1 complex may have an effect on
the efficiency of the protein and therefore the efficiency of the organism as a whole.
Over 60% of all selection detected by TreeSAAP was in the pore region of cyt-c1.
The MAdS Visulaiser gave similar results for the head of ISP (not shown). It is well
known that ISP undergoes a conformational change in the course of transferring electrons
and pumping protons (Zhang et al., 1998; Doan et al., 2005). This movement may have to
do with the location of the iron sulfur centre and holding, releasing, or stabilising the
protons coming from the heme groups in cytochrome b. Selection in this region of ISP
may be result in adjustments in the ability or efficiency of this movement. Over 65% of
all the selection detected by TreeSAAP for ISP was located on the head of ISP.
Finally, the vast majority of sites experiencing positive selection are located on the
exterior surface of each protein. Selection may be occurring primarily on the exterior of
the proteins because these are the areas that come into contact with cytochrome c and
ubiquinol (coenzyme Q). These constitute the active sites of ISP and cyt-c1, and selection
promoting change in these regions may adjust binding affinity or optimise the efficiency
of the complex as a whole.
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Appendix A
Accession numbers for protein-coding DNA from the cytochrome bc1 complex that was
used to reconstruct the phylogeny in Figure 1 (Wong et al., 1983; Klein et al., 2002;
Anderson et al., 1982; Moore et al., Gencic et al., 1991; Usui et al., 1990; Desjardins and
Morais, 1990; International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004; Hubbard
et al., 2005; Caldwell et al., 2005; Hixson and Brown, 1986; Chimpanzee Sequencing and
Analysis Consortium, 2005; Doan et al., 2003 Bjornerfeldt et al., 2006; Lindblad-Toh
et al., 2005; Lundrigan et al., 2002; Da Cruz et al., 2003; Brady et al., 1997; Mammalian
gene collection program team, 2002; Behar et al., 2006; Grosskopf and Feldmann, 1981;
Venter et al., 2001; Nishikimi et al., 1989, Broughton et al., 2001).
Common
name

Genus

Species

Gene

GenBank number

Reference

Frog

Xenopus

Laevis

Cytochrome b

M10217

Wong et al. (1983)

Cytochrome c1

BC045127

Klein et al. (2002)

Core protein I

BC098177

Klein et al. (2002)

Core protein II

BC106252

Klein et al. (2002)

Rieske ISP

BC041528

Klein et al. (2002)

Cytochrome b

V00654

Anderson et al. (1982)

Cytochrome c1

BC109917

Moore et al. (2005)

Core protein I

NM_174629

Gencic et al. (1991)

Bovine

Chicken

Bos

Gallus

Taurus

Gallus

Core protein II

BC102337

Moore et al. (2005)

Rieske ISP

NM_174813

Usui et al. (1990)

Cytochrome b

X52392

Desjardins and Morais
(1990)

Core protein I

XM_414356

International Chicken
Genome Sequencing
Consortium (2004)

Core protein II

BX950415

Hubbard et al. (2005)

Rieske ISP

AJ719669

Caldwell et al. (2005)
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Common
name

Genus

Species

Gene

GenBank number

Reference

Chimp

Pan

Troglodytes

Cytochrome b

D38113

Hixson and Brown (1986)

Cytochrome c1

XM_528263

Chimpanzee Sequencing
and Analysis Consortium
(2005)

Core protein I

XM_516440

Chimpanzee Sequencing
and Analysis Consortium
(2005)

Core protein II

XM_523485

Chimpanzee Sequencing
and Analysis Consortium
(2005)

Rieske ISP

DQ480496

Bjornerfeldt et al. (2006)

Cytochrome b

AY729880

Zhu et al. (2004)

Cytochrome c1

XM_532351

Lindblad-Toh et al. (2005)

Core protein I

XM_846116

Lindblad-Toh et al. (2005)

Core protein II

XM_536942

Lindblad-Toh et al. (2005)

Rieske ISP

XM_533711

Lindblad-Toh et al. (2005)

Cytochrome b

AY057804

Lundrigan et al. (2002)

Cytochrome c1

NM_025567

Da Cruz et al. (2003)

Core protein I

NM_025407

Brady et al. (1997)

Core protein II

BC003423

Mammalian gene collection
program team (2002)

Rieske ISP

NM_025710

Da Cruz et al. (2003)

Cytochrome b

DQ301818

Behar et al. (2006)

Cytochrome c1

BC001006

Mammalian gene collection
program team (2002)

Core protein I

BC009586

Mammalian gene collection
program team (2002)

Core protein II

BC003136

Mammalian gene collection
program team (2002)

Rieske ISP

BC021057

Mammalian gene collection
program team (2002)

Cytochrome b

X14848
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SUMMARY
The cytochrome bc1 complex is the third protein complex in the electron transport chain in mitochondria. It
functions both as a proton pump and an electron transporter and consists of 11 subunits including
cytochrome c1 (cyt-c1) and the Rieske iron sulfur protein (ISP). Vertebrate model organism phylogenies
were used in conjunction with existing 3D protein structures to evaluate the biochemical evolution of cyt-c1
and ISP in terms of selection on amino acid properties. We found acting on the exterior surfaces of both
proteins, and specifically on the surface of the cyt-c1 core region. There is evidence to support the
coevolution of these proteins relative to alpha helical tendencies, compressibility, and equilibrium constant.

The cytochrome bc1 complex (also known as
complex III or ubiquinol: cytochrome c
oxidoreductase) is made up of 11 different protein
subunits. These include the well-studied cytochrome
b (cyt-b), cytochrome c1 (cyt-c1), the Rieske iron
sulfur protein (ISP), and eight others. These proteins
span the inner mitochondrial membrane, and have
functional domains that work in the matrix,
membrane, and intermembrane space of the
mitochondria.
This study represents a newly developed method
for characterizing protein-protein interactions. As
an example of the method, we evaluate historical
evolutionary biochemical interactions between cyt-c1
and ISP within the bc1 complex (Fig 1).

Methods
Sampling: All vertebrate cyt-c1 and ISP gene
sequences were obtained from GenBank for the
Homo
sapiens
(human),
Pan
troglodytes
(chimpanzee), Bos taurus (cow), Canis familiaris
(dog), Rattus norvegensis (Norway rat), Mus
musculus (house mouse), Gallus gallus (chicken),
Xenopus laevis (African clawed frog), and Danio
rerio (zebrafish). Five protein-coding gene
sequences were used to estimate the cytochrome bc1
phylogeny for a total of 5801 bp: cyt-c1 – 981 bp;
ISP – 825 bp; cyt-b – 1148 bp; core 1 – 1446 bp;
core 2 – 1401 bp (Appendix A).
Phylogeny Reconstruction: Protein-coding DNA
sequences were translated into amino acid data in
MEGA3 (Kumar et al., 1994) and aligned using
ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994). The resulting
protein alignments were then used as templates for
aligning the protein-coding DNA data. After
alignment, the sequences were concatenated using
MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 2000).
PAUP* (Swofford, 2003) was used to estimate a
phylogeny for the cytochrome bc1 complex using a
parsimony optimality criterion. A heuristic search
algorithm was employed, with 1,000 random
addition replicates and TBR branch swapping. A
strict consensus of all most parsimonious trees was
constructed for use in subsequent analyses.
Biochemical Adaptation Analysis: The software
package TreeSAAP (Woolley et al. 2003) evaluates
protein-coding nucleotide sequences using a given
phylogenetic topology to test for positive selection

FIGURE 1: Location of cytochrome c1 (black, left) and Rieske
ISP (black, right) dimers in cytochrome bc1 complex (gray).

The exploration of new methods by which
historical and potentially important protein
interactions can be described is vital to the study of
genetic disease, infection, and cancer. With this
study we are proposing a new method for
accomplishing this goal.
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on quantitative physicochemical amino acid
properties. This program identifies the properties
historically affected by selection, and locates the
exact amino acid sites that experienced significant
biochemical or conformational shifts. The baseml
algorithm (Yang 1997) is used to reconstruct
ancestral character states at the nodes on a given
phylogeny, and then the program evaluates the
average influence of selection on amino acid
properties for a variable number of magnitude
categories. For this study eight categories of
selection were used, and only categories 6, 7, and 8
were considered because they are unambiguously
associated with molecular adaptation (McClellan et
al. 2005). Cyt-c1 and ISP were analyzed in
TreeSAAP independently. The results were further
analyzed using a sliding window to statistically
analyze the data for significant clustering of radical
physicochemical shifts resulting from naturally
occurring amino acid replacements. A Bonferroni
correction for multiple sampling was employed. All
results are relative to Bos taurus sequences.
Visualization: Regions under heavy selection
were correlated to pre-existing three-dimensional
structures of the bc1 complex (PDB A206) using the
program Pymol (DeLano 2002). In addition, Pymol
was used to annotate the specific amino acids that
were found to have undergone radical biochemical
shifts. This technique allows us to visualize the
influences of selection by differentiating those
regions historically influenced by selection on
specific amino acid properties on functional protein
domains (Fig 2).

Results
The most parsimonious tree resulted in the
following phylogeny (Fig 3).

FIGURE 3: Parsimony tree for the cytochrome bc1 gene sequences used
in this study.

We recovered 187 historical amino acid
replacements from the cyt-c1 data, and 279 amino
acid replacements from the ISP data. TreeSAAP
analysis of these changes resulted in the detection of
the
influence
of
selection
on
several
physicochemical amino acid properties, which
clustered in three regions of both proteins, with
amino acid replacements in these regions being
affected by multiple amino acid properties.
Detected regions correspond to residues on the
outer surface of each protein, including surfaces on
these proteins that are in direct contact. Table 1
shows the amino acid properties under positivedestabilizing selection, and domain locations of each
specific property. For example, α-helical tendency
was influenced by selection at four sites in cyt-c1
and three sites in ISP. Decreases in α-helical
tendency broadens the outer surface area of a helix,
and allows a more flexible surface area contact with
neighboring protein constituents, while increases
have the opposite effect (Chou and Fasman 1987).
Both cyt-c1 and ISP exhibit significant positivedestabilizing selection for moderately radical
changes (cat 6) in this property (Fig 4). In ISP, there
are radical shifts in α-helical tendency at the apical

FIGURE 2: Functional domains of cyt-c1 (gray) and ISP (white) in the
broader context of the three-dimensional structure of the cytochrome bc1
protein complex.
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Table 1. Amino acid properties and sites identified as being under positive-destabilizing selection in cyt-c1 and ISP proteins.

FIGURE 5: Three-dimensional representation of specific amino acids
undergoing destabilizing structural shifts in α-helical tendency. ISP is
white, cyt-c1 is shaded light gray, and adaptive sites are black. All other
subunits of the bc1 complex are shaded dark gray. Arrows indicate
positively selected amino acid sites buried in the tertiary strutures.

interaction between cyt-c1 and ISP as a result of
mutations that changed both a threonine and a serine
to alanine (Fig 5). Cyt-c1 shows moderately radical
shifts in α-helical tendency resulting from mutations
that changed an alanine to glycine, a threonine to
serine and a serine to alanine. These replacements

FIGURE 4: Moderately radical changes (category 6) in α-helical
tendency in ISP and cyt-c1 proteins are affected by positive-destabilizing
selection (p < 0.001; z-score critical value = 3.09).
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resulted in reciprocal α-helical structural changes
(increases in the property in ISP and corresponding
decreases in cyt-c1) in the region surrounding the
apical aperture of the complex, likely resulting in a
coevolutionary modification of overall pore
conformation.
Another amino acid property that appears to be
important to the adaptation of ISP and cyt-c1 is
compressibility, a structural property that correlates
with the local density of protein secondary structures
(Gromiha and Ponnuswamy 1993). Whereas ISP
has experienced positive-destabilizing selection
(category 8) for this property, cyt-c1 has not (Fig 6),
but appears to have been influenced by stabilizing
selection (category 1).
Compressibility was influenced by selection at
three sites in ISP helix and head regions (only helix
region is illustrated in Fig 7). The change occurring
in the helix is situated at the protein-protein interface
with core-1 protein. Future study that includes the
core-1 protein will determine if this change resulted
in coevolution.
Destabilizing amino acid replacements for the
compressibility did not occur more often that
expected by chance in cyt-c1, but four such

Figure 7: Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in
compressibility. Three-dimensional representations of ISP and cyt-c1 are
shaded as in Fig 5. Arrows indicate the locations of amino acid sites
discussed in the text.

replacements did occur in the pore and helix regions
of the protein. The mutation occurring near the pore
is noteworthy because the site at which is situated is
immediately distal (in the context of the tertiary
structure) to the radical shifts in α-helical tendency
described above (Fig 7), and may have contributed
to the overall conformational changes in the apical
aperture.
The equilibrium constant with reference to the
ionization property of the COOH group (pK’) is a
biochemical amino acid property that is a measure of
the net change in the overall charge resulting from
the ionization of carboxyl groups (Gromiha and
Ponnuswamy 1993). When an acidic amino acid is
exchanged for a pH neutral or basic amino acid (or
vice versa), a radical shift in pK’ will be produced.
Radical shifts will result from certain exchanges
between some similarly hydrophobic amino acids,
such as between isoleucine and valine, leucine or
methionine,
Analysis of pK’ indicates that it has made an
important contribution to the adaptation of ISP and
cyt-c1 (Fig 8). Ten sites in the cyt-c1 pore and helix
regions and five sites in the ISP head, helix, and
apical aperture regions have experienced radical
shifts in pK’ more often than expected by chance
(Fig 9).
The changes that took place in the helical
regions of the two proteins are largely reciprocal in
nature resulting in a relatively constant microenvironment. There were also several biochemical
shifts in both proteins that surrounded the central
pore of the complex that contributed to the
adaptation of the apical aperture. Finally, there was
one radical pK’ shift that was adaptive on the outer

Figure 6: Extremely radical changes (category 8) in compressibility in
ISP are affected by positive-destabilizing selection (p < 0.01; z-score
critical value = 2.32). Positive-stabilizing selection is at work in cyt-c1,
promoting only the most conservative changes (category 1) (p < 0.05; zscore critical value = 1.645).
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Figure 8: Extremely radical changes (category 8) in pK’ in ISP (p <
0.01) and cyt-c1 (p << 0.001) are affected by positive-destabilizing
selection. Positive-stabilizing selection also is at work in ISP (category
1), promoting only the most conservative changes (p < 0.05).

Figure 10: The average influence of power to be at the C-terminal is
selectively neutral even though three sites in both proteins experienced
more radical shifts than expected by chance.

Figure 9: Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in pK’.
Three-dimensional representations of ISP and cyt-c1 are shaded as in Fig
5. Arrows indicate the locations of amino acid sites discussed in the
text.

Figure 11: Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in power
to be at the C-terminal. Three-dimensional representations of ISP and
cyt-c1 are shaded as in Fig 5. Arrows indicate the locations of amino
acid sites discussed in the text.

surface of the ISP head that likely is involved in the
interaction of the bc1 complex and the electron
transporter ubiquinone.
Power to be at the C-terminal is an amino acid
property characterized by an increase in the energy
potential of an amino acid to interact with
surrounding residues or subunits (Gromiha and

Ponnuswamy 1993). Analysis of biochemical shifts
in this property indicates only local regions being
affected by selection, but no significant influence
overall (Fig 10). Local regions being influenced by
selection include three residues in the ISP head and
two residues in the cyt-c1 near the apical aperture
(Fig 11).
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Figure 12: Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in coil
tendency. Three-dimensional representations of ISP and cyt-c1 are
shaded as in Fig 5. Arrows indicate the locations of amino acid sites
discussed in the text.

Figure 13: Amino acids undergoing radical biochemical shifts in power
to be at the C-terminal. Three-dimensional representations of ISP and
cyt-c1 are shaded as in Fig 5. Arrows indicate the locations of amino
acid sites discussed in the text.

Finally, analyses of the properties coil tendency
and turn tendency also indicated a significant
influence of selection for radical structural shifts.
Coil tendency refers to the ability of an amino acid
to contribute to or initiate a coil in the protein, which
are generally composed of more bulky amino acids
(Charton and Charton 1983). Turn tendency refers
to the ability of a specific amino acid to contribute to
or initiate a turn, a tight association usually
involving the bent amino acid praline, in the protein
backbone (Gromiha and Ponnuswamy 1993). The
analysis of coil tendency implicated three adaptive
sites in cyt-c1 and a single site in ISP for coil
tendency (Fig 12), while the analysis of turn
tendency implicated three sites in cyt-c1 and five
sites in ISP (Fig 13).
Structural analysis indicates that the regions
implicated in the physicochemical evolution sliding
window analysis also are correlated to the larger
three-dimensional structures of the cytochrome bc1
complex. An example shows that two separate
regions of selection when viewed in two dimensions
(Fig 14), actually form a continuous surface when
viewed in three dimensions (Fig 15). The regions
circled in black in Fig 14 indicate that the influences
of selection for structural and biochemical shifts
have affected residues that completely surround the
apical aperture of the complex as seen in Fig. 15.
When viewed in the context of the individual
residues discussed above, these properties form
clusters of sites on the apical intermembrane surface
of the complex, primarily on the head of ISP and
around the pore of cyt-c1, and along the length of the
the transmembrane helix of each protein (Fig 16).

Discussion
Cross-referenced analytical results indicate that
several regions under heavy selection, when
considered in the context of the three-dimensional
protein structure, are interacting and coevolving on
the cyt-c1 and ISP proteins. Analysis of the property
α-helical tendency (Fig. 5) implicates several amino
acid residues in the protein coadaptation of the
apical interaction between cyt-c1 and ISP.
Furthermore, the compressibility shows evidence of
coadaptation along the helix interface of the
proteins. These examples of structural coevolution
demonstrate how these proteins work together over
an evolutionary time scale and how each protein
evolves in response to changes in the other at the
protein-protein interface in order to maintain overall
function. Furthermore, equilibrium constant has
affected both of these regions, while power to be at
the C-terminal has affected primarily the apical
region. Both of these properties are biochemical in
nature and likely adjust the ability of these proteins
to maintain the function of the proton pump and to
interact with each other and those other proteins in
the complex that surround them.
The cyt-c1 pore in the intermembrane space,
through which protons are pumped into the
intermembrane space of the mitochondria, also is
under heavy positive selection (Fig. 14). The MAdS
Visualizer shows regions of cyt-c1 that are under
heavy selection. Those two regions shown in the
“onion” graph correspond to the pore region of cytc1. This is where protons are actively pumped out of
the complex, from the matrix to the intermembrane
space. This creates a proton gradient and ultimately
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Figure 14: Three main regions implicated in the TreeSAAP sliding window analysis. The regions circled in black form a continuous surface surrounding
the apical aperture of the cytochrome bc1 protein complex. The region circled in gray is part of the leader sequence of this protein and is cleaved to become
subunit 9 in the same complex (Doan, et. al. 2005). It was not considered in this study.

Figure 15: TreeSAAP sliding window output from areas in Fig 14
circled in black and here shaded black that complexly surround the
apical aperture of the complex when view in three dimensions.

Figure 16: Residues affected by positive destabilizing selection for
radical shifts in the properties considered in this study. All biochemical
properties under selection are shown in black.
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fuels ATPase in making ATP. Selection in this
region of the bc1 complex may have an effect on the
efficiency of the protein, and therefore the efficiency
of the organism as a whole. Over 60% all selection
detected by TreeSAAP was in the pore region of cytc1.
The MAdS Visulaizer gave similar results for the
head of ISP (no shown). It is well known that ISP
undergoes a conformational change in the course of
transferring electrons and pumping protons (Zhang
et al. 1998). This movement may have to do with the
location of the iron sulfur center, and holding,
releasing, or stabilizing the protons from coming
from the heme groups in cytochrome b. Selection in
this region of ISP may be result in adjustments in the
ability or efficiency of this movement. Over 65% of
all the selection detected by TreeSAAP for ISP was
located on the head of ISP.
Finally, the vast majority of sites experiencing
positive selection are located on the exterior surface
of each protein. Selection may be occurring
primarily on the exterior of the proteins because
these are the areas that come into contact with
cytochrome c and ubiquinol (coenzyme Q). These
constitute the active sites of ISP and cyt-c1, and
selection promoting change in these regions may
adjust binding affinity or optimize the efficiency of
the complex as a whole.
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Appendix A: Accession numbers for protein-coding DNA from the cytochrome bc1 complex that was used to reconstruct
the phylogeny in Fig 1.
Genus

Species

Common Name

Gene

GenBank Accession

Bos

taurus

Bovine

Canis

familiaris

Dog

Danio

rerio

Zebrafish

Gallus

gallus

Chicken

Homo

sapiens

Human

Mus

musculus

House Mouse

Pan

troglodytes

Chimpanzee

Rattus

norvegicus

Norway Rat

Xenopus

laevis

African clawed frog

cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP
cyt-b
cyt-c1
core 1
core 2
ISP

V00654
BC109917
NM_174629
BC102337
NM_174813
AY729880
XM_532351
XM_846116
XM_536942
XM_533711
AC024175
BC080245
-BC097011
BC059475
X52392
-XM_414356
BX950415
AJ19669
DQ301818
BC001006
BC009586
BC003136
BC021057
AY057804
NM_025567
NM_025407
BC003423
NM_025710
D38113
XM_528263
XM_516440
XM_523485
AY387497S2
X14848
XM_001072221
BC078923
BC083610
NM_001008888
M10217
BC045127
BC098177
BC106252
BC041528
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